FY 2013 Equipment and Vehicle Revolving Fund report by unknown
  
Director’s Office 










TO:  Glen Dickinson, Director 
  Legislative Services Agency 
 
FROM: Paul Trombino III, Director 
 
RE:  Iowa Code section 307.47 Equipment and Vehicle Report 
 
Attached is the Equipment and Vehicle Purchase Report for Fiscal Year 2013 as required by 
Iowa Code section 307.47.  The report is sorted by our accounting object codes.  The object 
codes help you sort the equipment into general categories.  The following list will help you 
understand the codes:  
 Object  Description 
701 Self Propelled Vehicles 
702 Road Equipment & Trailers 
703 Large Office Furniture & Files 
704 Shop Tools & Small Equipment 
705 Engineer, Survey & Measuring Equipment 
706 Copiers, Fax & Communication Equipment 
707-711 Computers & Related Equipment 
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Object PO # Line Vendor Equipment Description Qty Unit Price Total Amount
701 243909 1 CHARLES GABUS FORD 13|A05F: Pickup, HD with Extended Cab/Short Box  1 $30,466.00 $29,061.00
701 243897 2 KARL CHEVROLET INC 13|A03G: Standard Pickup w/Ext. Cab, 4x4 1 $23,878.50 $23,914.50
701 243904 4 CHARLES GABUS FORD 13|A04A: Std. Length, HD Cargo Van 1 $25,233.92 $25,233.92
701 243904 5 CHARLES GABUS FORD 13|A04A: Std. Length, HD Cargo Van 1 $25,797.92 $25,797.92
701 243904 8 CHARLES GABUS FORD 13|A05F: HD Pickup w/Ext. Cab, Short Box  1 $22,584.38 $22,584.38
701 243904 9 CHARLES GABUS FORD 13|A06: Crew Cab Pickup w/Short Box 1 $24,059.38 $24,059.38
701 243904 10 CHARLES GABUS FORD 13|A06A: Crew Cab Pickup w/Long Box 1 $25,652.38 $25,652.38
701 243905 2 DEERY BROTHERS CHEVROLET INC 13|A05G: HD Pickup w/Ext Cab, Long Box, 4x4 1 $24,513.07 $24,848.82
701 244489 1 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 13|A13a: Semi-Tractor, Tandem Axle 1 $107,317.00 $107,317.00
701 245430 1 CAPITAL CITY EQUIPMENT 13|A22: Tractor, Light Duty 1 $12,547.82 $13,600.00
701 246066 1 OLSEN'S OUTDOOR POWER 13|A15: Mower, Riding - 4x4, Zero Turn 1 $10,825.00 $13,000.00
701 246305 1 DEERY BROTHERS CHEVROLET INC FY14|A05G: HD Pickup w/Ext Cab, Long Box, 4x4 1 $24,513.07 $24,513.07
701 246452 1 MCKEE AUTO CENTER INC 13|A14: Mobile Response Vehicle - Used - 38-Foot 1 $105,000.00 $105,000.00
701 247384 2 DEE ZEE FACTORY OUTLET 14|Dee Zee, Push Bumper Betterment for a 2012 MVE Dodge Charger 1 $215.00 $215.00
701 234298 1 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 12|A12a: Heavy Duty Tandem Axle Snow Removal Truck 1 $117,983.00 $117,983.00
701 234299 1 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 12|A12a: Heavy Duty Tandem Axle Snow Removal Truck 1 $117,983.00 $117,983.00
701 234300 1 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 12|A12a: Heavy Duty Tandem Axle Snow Removal Truck 1 $117,983.00 $117,983.00
701 234301 1 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 12|A12a: Heavy Duty Tandem Axle Snow Removal Truck 1 $117,983.00 $117,983.00
701 234303 1 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 12|A12a: Heavy Duty Tandem Axle Snow Removal Truck 1 $117,983.00 $117,983.00
701 234304 1 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 12|A12a: Heavy Duty Tandem Axle Snow Removal Truck 1 $117,983.00 $117,983.00
701 234305 1 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 12|A12a: Heavy Duty Tandem Axle Snow Removal Truck 1 $117,983.00 $117,983.00
701 234306 1 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 12|A12b: Heavy Duty Tandem Axle Snow Removal Truck 1 $120,570.00 $120,570.00
701 234296 1 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 12|A12b: Heavy Duty Tandem Axle Snow Removal Truck 1 $120,570.00 $120,570.00
701 234308 1 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 12|A12a: Heavy Duty Tandem Axle Snow Removal Truck 1 $117,146.00 $117,146.00
701 234310 1 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 12|A12b: Heavy Duty Tandem Axle Snow Removal Truck 1 $119,733.00 $119,733.00
701 234311 1 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 12|A12a: Heavy Duty Tandem Axle Snow Removal Truck 1 $117,146.00 $117,146.00
701 234312 1 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 12|A12a: Heavy Duty Tandem Axle Snow Removal Truck 1 $117,146.00 $117,146.00
701 234420 1 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 12|A11: Extra Heavy Duty Tandem Axle Snow Removal Truck 1 $130,327.00 $130,327.00
701 234421 1 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 12|A11: Extra Heavy Duty Tandem Axle Snow Removal Truck 1 $127,845.00 $127,845.00
701 235947 1 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 12|A25a: Aerial Boom Truck 1 $87,646.00 $88,000.00
701 236079 2 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 12|A34: 4x4 Conversion and Accessories Betterment 1 $51,059.00 $35,000.00
701 236079 1 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 12|A34: HD Truck Chassis for Snow Blower Conversion 1 $97,321.00 $120,000.00
701 236586 1 TRANS-IOWA EQUIPMENT INC A34| Wausau SnoGo TU-3 Snow blower Package 1 $237,148.50 $237,148.50
701 238382 1 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 13|A34: HD Truck Chassis for Snow Blower Conversion 1 $98,006.00 $98,006.00
701 238382 2 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 13|A34: 4x4 Conversion and Accessories Betterment 1 $51,059.00 $51,059.00
701 238385 1 TRANS-IOWA EQUIPMENT INC A34| Wausau SnoGo TU-3 Snow blower Package 1 $237,148.50 $237,148.50
701 239949 1 CAPITAL CITY EQUIPMENT 13|A29: Compact Excavator 1 $38,839.30 $38,839.30
701 239981 1
JOHN DEERE NO. AMERICA AG 
MARKETING
13|A30: Tractor, 110 PTO Horsepower, MFWD 1 $78,999.72 $78,999.72
701 241079 1 HUPP TOYOTA LIFT 13|A47a: Forklift, 4,000 lb., Electric Low Lift Pallet 1 $3,163.00 $4,000.00
701 242305 1 KARL CHEVROLET INC FY13/A02: SUV, FULL-SIZE ENFORCEMENT               1 $26,947.75 $26,947.75
701 242526 1 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 13|A07e: Single Axle Snow Removal Truck 1 $108,153.00 $108,153.00
701 242527 1 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 13|A07e: Single Axle Snow Removal Truck 1 $108,153.00 $108,153.00
701 242528 1 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 13|A07e: Single Axle Snow Removal Truck 1 $108,153.00 $108,153.00
701 242531 1 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 13|A07e: Single Axle Snow Removal Truck 1 $108,153.00 $108,153.00
701 242532 1 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 13|A07e: Single Axle Snow Removal Truck 1 $108,153.00 $108,153.00
701 242535 1 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 13|A07e: Single Axle Snow Removal Truck 1 $108,153.00 $108,153.00
701 242536 1 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 13|A07e: Single Axle Snow Removal Truck 1 $108,153.00 $108,153.00
701 242538 1 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 13|A07b: Single Axle Snow Removal Truck 1 $106,729.00 $106,729.00
701 242540 1 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 13|A07b: Single Axle Snow Removal Truck 1 $106,729.00 $106,729.00
701 242541 1 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 13|A07b: Single Axle Snow Removal Truck 1 $106,729.00 $106,729.00
701 242544 1 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 13|A07b: Single Axle Snow Removal Truck 1 $106,729.00 $106,729.00
701 242545 1 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 13|A07b: Single Axle Snow Removal Truck 1 $106,729.00 $106,729.00
701 242840 1 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 13|A12b: Heavy Duty Tandem Axle Snow Removal Truck 1 $122,066.00 $122,066.00
701 242841 1 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 13|A12b: Heavy Duty Tandem Axle Snow Removal Truck 2 $122,066.00 $244,132.00
701 242546 1 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 13|A07b: Single Axle Snow Removal Truck 2 $108,551.00 $217,102.00
701 - Self Propelled Vehicles
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701 242542 1 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 13|A07b: Single Axle Snow Removal Truck 2 $106,729.00 $213,458.00
701 242543 1 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 13|A07b: Single Axle Snow Removal Truck 2 $106,729.00 $213,458.00
701 242539 1 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 13|A07b: Single Axle Snow Removal Truck 2 $106,729.00 $213,458.00
701 242530 1 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 13|A07e: Single Axle Snow Removal Truck 2 $108,153.00 $216,306.00
701 242534 1 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 13|A07e: Single Axle Snow Removal Truck 2 $108,153.00 $216,306.00
701 241739 1 KARL CHEVROLET INC 13|A02c: Enforcement Pursuit Vehicle 2 $26,947.75 $53,895.50
701 239569 1
JOHN DEERE NO. AMERICA AG 
MARKETING
13|A15: Mower, Riding Lawn 2 $4,940.19 $9,880.38
701 234295 1 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 12|A12a: Heavy Duty Tandem Axle Snow Removal Truck 2 $117,983.00 $235,966.00
701 234419 1 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 12|A11: Extra Heavy Duty Tandem Axle Snow Removal Truck 2 $127,845.00 $255,690.00
701 234309 1 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 12|A12a: Heavy Duty Tandem Axle Snow Removal Truck 2 $117,146.00 $234,292.00
701 234307 1 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 12|A12a: Heavy Duty Tandem Axle Snow Removal Truck 2 $117,983.00 $235,966.00
701 234302 1 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 12|A12a: Heavy Duty Tandem Axle Snow Removal Truck 2 $117,983.00 $235,966.00
701 246125 1 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 13|A12 Betterment for Trucks A33684 and A33688. 2 $14,956.00 $29,912.00
701 243906 1 STIVERS FORD LINCOLN MERCURY 13|A03A: Standard Pickup w/Std. Cab, Long Box, FFV 2 $18,088.00 $36,176.00
701 243907 1 STEW HANSENS DODGE CITY, INC. 13|A04G: Minivan, Extended Length, 7-Passenger, FFV 2 $21,482.00 $42,964.00
701 243908 1 BOB BROWN CHEVROLET 13|A06: Crew Cab w/Long Box, FFV 2 $27,226.50 $54,453.00
701 243904 6 CHARLES GABUS FORD 13|A04A: Ext. Length, HD Cargo Van 2 $26,449.92 $52,899.84
701 243909 2 CHARLES GABUS FORD 13|A06B: HD Crew Cab Pickup with 4x4 and Long Box 3 $29,061.00 $91,398.00
701 243904 7 CHARLES GABUS FORD 13|A05: HD Pickup w/Std. Cab, Long Box  3 $20,887.38 $62,662.14
701 243904 1 CHARLES GABUS FORD 13|A01C: Sedan, Compact  4-Door FFV  3 $15,319.12 $45,957.36
701 234297 1 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 12|A12a: Heavy Duty Tandem Axle Snow Removal Truck 3 $117,983.00 $353,949.00
701 242537 1 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 13|A07b: Single Axle Snow Removal Truck 3 $106,729.00 $320,187.00
701 242529 1 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 13|A07e: Single Axle Snow Removal Truck 4 $108,153.00 $432,612.00
701 243897 1 KARL CHEVROLET INC 13|A01B: Sedan, Mid-Size 4-Door FFV 6-Passenger 4 $18,234.00 $72,936.00
701 241883 1 RTL EQUIPMENT INC 13|A38: HD Wheel Loader 8 $101,170.10 $826,400.00
701 243904 2 CHARLES GABUS FORD 13|A03D: Standard Pickup w/Ext Cab, Short Box 8 $19,479.92 $155,839.36
701 243904 3 CHARLES GABUS FORD 13|A03A: Standard Pickup w/Std. Cab, Long Box 9 $17,115.92 $154,043.28
701 241740 1 KARL CHEVROLET INC FY13/A02: SUV, FULL-SIZE ENFORCEMENT               12 $26,947.75 $323,373.00
701 247384 1 DEE ZEE FACTORY OUTLET 14|Dee Zee, Push Bumper Betterments for FY'13, MVE Chevy Tahoes 15 $252.00 $3,780.00
701 243905 1 DEERY BROTHERS CHEVROLET INC 13|A01E: Compact Station Wagon, FFV 16 $18,489.98 $295,839.68
Total 701 - Self Propelled Vehicles 182 $10,840,349.68
702 243791 1 VAN WALL EQUIPMENT, AMES 13|B512: Snow Blower, Walk-Behind 1 $887.20 $1,000.00
702 243806 1 CAPITAL CITY EQUIPMENT Kubota 63-inch, snow blower.  Betterment for A32873 (2010 Kubota B3030HSDC Tract 1 $4,014.46 $4,014.46
702 245529 1 TRUCK EQUIPMENT INC. 13|B092: Compressor, Air Hyd 1 $6,425.55 $21,300.00
702 245805 1 VARITECH INDUSTRIES 13|Betterment:  Hitch Extension for B42082. 1 $555.00 $620.00
702 245836 1 KNAPHEIDE TRUCK EQUIPMENT B042|13: Body, Utility 1 $5,325.00 $9,000.00
702 245932 2 COUNTRY HOME PRODUCTS INC 14|B388: Mower, Guardrail, Walk-Behind 1 $2,699.99 $2,500.00
702 246083 1 AMERICAN TOPPER & ACCESSORIES 13|B622: Topper, Pickup A.R.E. 1 $2,129.00 $2,900.00
702 246083 2 AMERICAN TOPPER & ACCESSORIES 13|B622: Topper, Pickup A.R.E. 1 $2,543.00 $2,900.00
702 246083 3 AMERICAN TOPPER & ACCESSORIES 13|B622: Topper, Pickup A.R.E. - 13|B008: Bed Slide Out 1 $3,507.00 $4,900.00




13|B640: Trailer, Tandem Axle, Low Bed - 7000 LB GVWR 1 $3,680.00 $6,500.00
702 246435 1 KELTEK INC 13|B291: Light Bar, Enforcement - Chevy Tahoe 1 $1,979.00 $1,979.00
702 246435 2 KELTEK INC 13|B495: Arrow, Enforcement Signal - Chevy Tahoe 1 $728.48 $728.48
702 246714 1 AMERICAN TOPPER & ACCESSORIES 13|B622: Cover, Pickup Roll-Top 1 $450.00 $500.00
702 246636 1 TRUCK EQUIPMENT INC. 13|B293: Tailgate lift w/2-piece, 55”x 39” Folding Aluminum Platform 1 $1,773.00 $1,773.00
702 246978 1 STAR EQUIPMENT LTD 13|B212: Generator, Hydraulic 1 $1,590.00 $1,699.00
702 246988 1 BOBCAT OF OMAHA 14|B054: ACS Jib Boom Attachment - ACS Size 30 Extendable Jib Boom - 2-Piece to 1 $4,500.00 $5,000.00
702 246989 1 PPG ARCHITECTURAL FINISHES INC One (1) Graco bead kit #277064 1 $795.00 $700.00
702 246990 1 FINE LINE IND & LAZY LINER USA INC One (1) Fine Line Industries, Lazy Liner 3 Scout single wheel motorized cart.. 1 $2,995.00 $2,900.00
702 247980 1 TRUCK EQUIPMENT INC. 14|B051 Body, Platform, As per Spec. No 1-B051-0613 1 $1,254.00 $3,600.00
702 234298 2 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 12|B041: 8-yard Body (DB) 1 $11,707.00 $11,707.00
702 234298 3 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 12|B588: Winter Tailgate Zero Velocity Left (WTG-ZVL) 1 $15,630.00 $15,630.00
702- Road Equipment & Trailers
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702 234298 4 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 12|B010: Ice Blade (IB) 1 $13,411.00 $13,411.00
702 234298 5 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 12|B521: Heavy Duty Benching Wing (HDBW) 1 $13,035.00 $13,035.00
702 234299 2 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 12|B041: 8-yard Body (DB) 1 $11,707.00 $11,707.00
702 234299 3 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 12|B588: Winter Tailgate Zero Velocity Right (WTG-ZVR) 1 $15,954.00 $15,954.00
702 234299 4 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 12|B010: Ice Blade (IB) 1 $13,411.00 $13,411.00
702 234299 5 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 12|B521: Heavy Duty Benching Wing (HDBW) 1 $13,035.00 $13,035.00
702 234300 2 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 12|B041: 8-yard Body (DB) 1 $11,707.00 $11,707.00
702 234300 3 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 12|B589: Winter Tailgate Dual (WTG-D) 1 $11,461.00 $11,461.00
702 234300 4 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 12|B010: Ice Blade (IB) 1 $13,411.00 $13,411.00
702 234300 5 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 12|B521: Heavy Duty Benching Wing (HDBW) 1 $13,035.00 $13,035.00
702 234301 2 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 12|B041: 8-yard Body (DB) 1 $11,707.00 $11,707.00
702 234301 3 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 12|B589: Winter Tailgate Dual (WTG-D) 1 $11,461.00 $11,461.00
702 234301 4 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 12|B010: Ice Blade (IB) 1 $13,411.00 $13,411.00
702 234301 5 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 12|B521: Heavy Duty Benching Wing (HDBW) 1 $13,035.00 $13,035.00
702 234303 2 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 12|B041: 8-yard Body (DB) 1 $11,707.00 $11,707.00
702 234303 3 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 12|B588: Winter Tailgate Zero Velocity Left (WTG-ZVL) 1 $15,630.00 $15,630.00
702 234303 4 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 12|B010: Ice Blade (IB) 1 $13,411.00 $13,411.00
702 234303 5 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 12|B519: Medium Duty Front Wing - Left (MDFW-L) 1 $9,156.00 $9,156.00
702 234304 2 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 12|B041: 8-yard Body (DB) 1 $11,707.00 $11,707.00
702 234304 3 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 12|B591: Spreader, Zero Velocity Left (ZVL) 1 $9,778.00 $9,778.00
702 234304 4 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 12|B568: Prewet, 140 gallon Tailgate (PW140) 1 $2,824.00 $2,824.00
702 234304 5 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 12|B010: Ice Blade (IB) 1 $13,411.00 $13,411.00
702 234304 6 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 12|B519: Medium Duty Front Wing - Left (MDFW-L) 1 $9,156.00 $9,156.00
702 234305 2 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 12|B041: 8-yard Body (DB) 1 $11,707.00 $11,707.00
702 234305 3 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 12|B591: Spreader, Zero Velocity Left (ZVL) 1 $9,778.00 $9,778.00
702 234305 4 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 12|B568: Prewet, 140 gallon Tailgate (PW140) 1 $2,824.00 $2,824.00
702 234305 5 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 12|B010: Ice Blade (IB) 1 $13,411.00 $13,411.00
702 234305 6 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 12|B521: Heavy Duty Benching Wing (HDBW) 1 $13,035.00 $13,035.00
702 234306 2 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 12|B041: 8-yard Body (DB) 1 $11,707.00 $11,707.00
702 234306 3 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 12|B588: Winter Tailgate Zero Velocity Left (WTG-ZVL) 1 $15,630.00 $15,630.00
702 234306 4 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 12|B540: Underbody Snowplow (UBP) 1 $11,275.00 $11,275.00
702 234306 5 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 12|B522: Heavy Duty Front Wing - Right (HDW-R) 1 $9,223.00 $9,223.00
702 234296 2 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 12|B041: 8-yard Body (DB) 1 $11,707.00 $11,707.00
702 234296 3 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 12|B588: Winter Tailgate Zero Velocity Left (WTG-ZVL) 1 $15,630.00 $15,630.00
702 234296 4 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 12|B010: Ice Blade (IB) 1 $13,411.00 $13,411.00
702 234296 5 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 12|B521: Heavy Duty Benching Wing (HDBW) 1 $13,035.00 $13,035.00
702 234308 2 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 12|B041: 8-yard Body (DB) 1 $11,707.00 $11,707.00
702 234308 3 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 12|B588: Winter Tailgate Zero Velocity Right (WTG-ZVR) 1 $15,954.00 $15,954.00
702 234308 4 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 12|B540: Underbody Snowplow (UBP) 1 $11,275.00 $11,275.00
702 234308 5 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 12|B518: Medium Duty Rear Wing  - Right (MDRW-R) 1 $7,208.00 $7,208.00
702 234310 2 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 12|B041: 8-yard Body (DB) 1 $11,707.00 $11,707.00
702 234310 3 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 12|B588: Winter Tailgate Zero Velocity Left (WTG-ZVL) 1 $15,630.00 $15,630.00
702 234310 4 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 12|B540: Underbody Snowplow (UBP) 1 $11,275.00 $11,275.00
702 234310 5 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 12|B518: Medium Duty Rear Wing  - Left (MDRW-L) 1 $7,208.00 $7,208.00
702 234311 2 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 12|B041: 8-yard Body (DB) 1 $11,707.00 $11,707.00
702 234311 3 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 12|B589: Winter Tailgate Dual (WTG-D) 1 $11,461.00 $11,461.00
702 234311 4 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 12|B540: Underbody Snowplow (UBP) 1 $11,275.00 $11,275.00
702 234311 5 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 12|B518: Medium Duty Rear Wing  - Left (MDRW-L) 1 $7,208.00 $7,208.00
702 234312 2 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 12|B041: 8-yard Body (DB) 1 $11,707.00 $11,707.00
702 234312 3 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 12|B591: Spreader, Zero Velocity Left (ZVL) 1 $9,778.00 $9,778.00
702 234312 4 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 12|B568: Prewet, 140 gallon Tailgate (PW140) 1 $2,824.00 $2,824.00
702 234312 5 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 12|B540: Underbody Snowplow (UBP) 1 $11,275.00 $11,275.00
702 234312 6 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 12|B517: Wing, HD Rear Extendable - Left (RWE-L) 1 $5,797.00 $5,797.00
702 234420 2 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 12|B051: 16 foot Custom Platform Body (PB-16) 1 $8,600.00 $8,600.00
702 234420 3 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 12|B605: Maintenance Unit with integral Anti-Ice and Left Zero Velocity (MU-ZVL) 1 $45,938.00 $45,938.00
702 234420 4 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 12|B540: Underbody Snowplow (UBP) 1 $10,885.00 $10,885.00
702 234420 5 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 12|B522: Heavy Duty Front Wing - Right (HDW-R) 1 $9,223.00 $9,223.00
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702 234421 2 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 12|B043: 11-yard Body (DB) 1 $11,993.00 $11,993.00
702 234421 3 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 12|B588: Winter Tailgate with Zero Velocity Left (WTG-ZVL) 1 $15,954.00 $15,954.00
702 234421 4 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 12|B540: Underbody Snowplow (UBP) 1 $10,885.00 $10,885.00
702 234421 5 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 12|B522: Heavy Duty Front Wing - Right (HDW-R) 1 $9,223.00 $9,223.00
702 235947 2 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 12|B055: 70 foot Aerial Boom 1 $151,871.00 $166,000.00
702 235947 3 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 12|B212: Hydrauliic Generator 1 $1,450.00 $3,600.00
702 238016 2 HENKE MANUFACTURING CORP 13|B531: Plow, Hyd Reverse, Funnel Moldboard 1 $5,368.00 $4,700.00
702 239407 1 MONROE TRUCK EQUIPMENT 13|B636: Tire Chains, Automatic 1 $1,691.00 $1,691.00
702 239583 1 MONROE TRUCK EQUIPMENT 13|B569: Sprayer Kit, Wedge Tank - 900-Gallons Total with SS Mounting Kit for Ta 1 $2,216.00 $2,600.00
702 239697 1 CAPITAL CITY EQUIPMENT 13|B610: Pickup Sweeper Attachment 1 $6,674.00 $6,674.00
702 239900 1 JOHN THOMAS INC Arrow board mounting frame betterment for B39186 - Energy Absorption SST attenua 1 $2,715.00 $2,715.00
702 239949 2 CAPITAL CITY EQUIPMENT 13|B082: 18-inch Standard Duty Bucket, Class 4 - 6735354 1 $739.48 $739.48
702 239949 3 CAPITAL CITY EQUIPMENT 13|B082: 30-inch Standard Duty Bucket, Class 4 - 6735362 1 $896.04 $896.04
702 239949 4 CAPITAL CITY EQUIPMENT 12|B052: Hydraulic Breaker with Nail Point  1 $6,811.12 $6,811.12
702 239981 2
JOHN DEERE NO. AMERICA AG 
MARKETING
13|B294: Loader Attachment 1 $9,671.76 $9,671.76
702 240025 1 WATERS EDGE MARINE 13|B033: Boat, Jon, 15 foot 1 $1,519.39 $1,500.00
702 240025 2 WATERS EDGE MARINE 13|B638: Trailer, Boat 1 $897.00 $1,000.00
702 240200 1 O M J C SIGNAL INC Traffic signal betterment's (FY'11) to trailers B26614 and B28391 to include: 1 $5,180.64 $5,180.64
702 239939 1 EZ-LINER INDUSTRIES 13|B075: Glass Bead Tank  1 $1,587.64 $1,600.00
702 240393 1 O M J C SIGNAL INC Traffic signal betterments (FY'13) to trailers B26611 and B28827 to include: 1 $17,660.64 $17,700.00
702 240467 1 ROCKFORD RIGGING INC 13|B086: C-Hook Pipe Lifter 1 $2,556.00 $3,000.00
702 241662 1 TRANS-IOWA EQUIPMENT INC 13|B261: Heater, Pre-mix, 2-ton 1 $15,181.00 $15,181.00
702 241583 1 CAPITAL CITY EQUIPMENT 13|B640: Trailer, Tandem Axle Low-Angle Tilt Bed 1 $7,686.16 $7,300.00
702 241830 1 CENTRAL TRAILER SERVICE LTD. 13|B660: Trailer, Semi Van Body 1 $33,483.00 $34,000.00
702 241830 2 CENTRAL TRAILER SERVICE LTD. 13|B293: Lift, Trailer Side Door 1 $11,207.00 $10,000.00
702 242289 1 VIKING CIVES MIDWEST INC 13|B501: Tow Plow with integral stainless hopper sander, 535 poly tank, and drop 1 $91,100.00 $91,100.00
702 242289 2 VIKING CIVES MIDWEST INC 13|B501: Tow Plow with integral stainless hopper sander, 535 poly tank, and drop 1 $91,100.00 $91,100.00
702 242526 2 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 13|B040: 4-yard Dump Body (DB) 1 $10,348.00 $10,348.00
702 242526 3 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 13|B588: Spreader, Winter Tailgate with Zero Velocity Left (WTG-ZV-L) 1 $14,966.00 $14,966.00
702 242526 4 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 13|B540: Underbody Snowplow (UBP) 1 $11,986.00 $11,986.00
702 242526 5 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 13|B516: Light Duty Mid-Wing - Dual (LDMW-D) 1 $10,507.00 $10,507.00
702 242527 2 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 13|B040: 4-yard Dump Body (DB) 1 $10,348.00 $10,348.00
702 242527 3 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 13|B588: Spreader, Winter Tailgate with Zero Velocity Left (WTG-ZV-L) 1 $14,966.00 $14,966.00
702 242527 4 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 13|B540: Underbody Snowplow (UBP) 1 $11,986.00 $11,986.00
702 242527 5 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 13|B516: Light Duty Mid-Wing - Dual (LDMW-D) 1 $10,507.00 $10,507.00
702 242528 2 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 13|B040: 4-yard Dump Body (DB) 1 $10,348.00 $10,348.00
702 242528 3 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 13|B588: Spreader, Winter Tailgate with Zero Velocity Left (WTG-ZV-L) 1 $14,966.00 $14,966.00
702 242528 4 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 13|B540: Underbody Snowplow (UBP) 1 $11,986.00 $11,986.00
702 242528 5 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 13|B516: Light Duty Mid-Wing - Right (LDMW-R) 1 $5,910.00 $5,910.00
702 242528 6 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 13|B636: Tire Chain, Automatic 1 $1,937.00 $1,937.00
702 242531 2 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 13|B040: 4-yard Dump Body (DB) 1 $10,348.00 $10,348.00
702 242531 3 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 13|B591: Spreader, Zero Velocity Right (ZV-R) 1 $9,819.00 $9,819.00
702 242531 4 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 13|B568: Prewet, 140 gallon Tailgate (PW140) 1 $3,797.00 $3,797.00
702 242531 5 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 13|B540: Underbody Snowplow (UBP) 1 $11,986.00 $11,986.00
702 242531 6 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 13|B518: Medium Duty Rear-Rear Wing - Left (MDRRW-L) 1 $7,239.00 $7,239.00
702 242532 2 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 13|B040: 4-yard Dump Body (DB) 1 $10,348.00 $10,348.00
702 242532 3 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 13|B588: Spreader, Winter Tailgate with Zero Velocity Left (WTG-ZV-L) 1 $14,966.00 $14,966.00
702 242532 4 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC B540 - Betterment to B32195 (rebuilt 1995 Monroe 050-9011-000IA Underbody Plow) 1 $7,220.00 $7,220.00
702 242532 5 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 13|B518: Medium Duty Rear-Rear Wing - Right (MDRRW-R) 1 $7,239.00 $7,239.00
702 242535 2 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 13|B040: 4-yard Dump Body (DB) 1 $10,348.00 $10,348.00
702 242535 3 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 13|B591: Spreader, Zero Velocity Left (ZV-L) 1 $9,691.00 $9,691.00
702 242535 4 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 13|B568: Prewet, 140 gallon Tailgate (PW140) 1 $3,797.00 $3,797.00
702 242535 5 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 13|B540: Underbody Snowplow (UBP) 1 $11,986.00 $11,986.00
702 242535 6 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 13|B518: Medium Duty Rear-Rear Wing - Right (MDRRW-R) 1 $7,239.00 $7,239.00
702 242536 2 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 13|B040: 4-yard Dump Body (DB) 1 $10,348.00 $10,348.00
702 242536 3 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 13|B591: Spreader, Zero Velocity Left (ZV-L) 1 $9,691.00 $9,691.00
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702 242536 4 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 13|B568: Prewet, 140 gallon Tailgate (PW140) 1 $3,797.00 $3,797.00
702 242536 5 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 13|B540: Underbody Snowplow (UBP) 1 $11,986.00 $11,986.00
702 242536 6 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 13|B518: Medium Duty Rear-Rear Wing - Right (MDRRW-R) 1 $7,239.00 $7,239.00
702 242536 7 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 13|B621: Tarp, Automatic 1 $2,224.00 $2,224.00
702 242538 2 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 13|B040: 4-yard Dump Body (DB) 1 $10,348.00 $10,348.00
702 242538 3 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 13|B588: Spreader, Winter Tailgate with Zero Velocity Right (WTG-ZV-R) 1 $15,169.00 $15,169.00
702 242538 4 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 12|B540: Underbody Snowplow (UBP) 1 $11,986.00 $11,986.00
702 242540 2 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 13|B040: 4-yard Dump Body (DB) 1 $10,348.00 $10,348.00
702 242540 3 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 13|B591: Spreader, Zero Velocity Left (ZV-L) 1 $9,691.00 $9,691.00
702 242540 4 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 13|B568: Prewet, 140 gallon Tailgate (PW140) 1 $3,797.00 $3,797.00
702 242540 5 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 13|B540: Underbody Snowplow (UBP) 1 $11,986.00 $11,986.00
702 242540 6 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 13|B569: Anti-Ice System with Separate Prewet (AI-Sw) 1 $9,343.00 $9,343.00
702 242540 7 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 13|B636: Tire Chain, Automatic 1 $1,937.00 $1,937.00
702 242541 2 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 13|B040: 4-yard Dump Body (DB) 1 $10,348.00 $10,348.00
702 242541 3 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 13|B591: Spreader, Zero Velocity Left (ZV-L) 1 $9,691.00 $9,691.00
702 242541 4 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 13|B568: Prewet, 140 gallon Tailgate (PW140) 1 $3,797.00 $3,797.00
702 242541 5 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 13|B520: Light Duty Wing, Right (LDW-R) 1 $4,143.00 $4,143.00
702 242541 6 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 13|B569: Anti-Ice System with Separate Prewet (AI-Sw) 1 $9,343.00 $9,343.00
702 242541 7 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 13|B636: Tire Chain, Automatic 1 $1,937.00 $1,937.00
702 242544 2 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 13|B040: 4-yard Dump Body (DB) 1 $10,348.00 $10,348.00
702 242544 3 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 13|B588: Spreader, Winter Tailgate with Zero Velocity Left (WTG-ZV-L) 1 $14,966.00 $14,966.00
702 242544 4 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 13|B520: Light Duty Wing - Right (LDW-R) 1 $4,143.00 $4,143.00
702 242545 2 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 13|B040: 4-yard Dump Body (DB) 1 $10,348.00 $10,348.00
702 242545 3 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 13|B591: Spreader, Zero Velocity Left (ZV-L) 1 $9,691.00 $9,691.00
702 242545 4 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 13|B568: Prewet, 140 gallon Tailgate (PW140) 1 $3,797.00 $3,797.00
702 242545 5 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 13|B520: Light Duty Wing, Right (LDW-R) 1 $4,143.00 $4,143.00
702 242840 2 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 13|B041: 8-yard Body (DB) 1 $11,756.00 $11,756.00
702 242840 3 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 13|B588: Winter Tailgate Zero Velocity Left (WTG-ZV-L) 1 $15,696.00 $15,696.00
702 242840 4 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 13|B010: Ice Blade (IB) 1 $13,467.00 $13,467.00
702 242840 5 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 13|B521: Heavy Duty Benching Wing (HDBW) 1 $13,090.00 $13,090.00
702 243050 1 SIOUXLAND TRAILER SALES INC 13|B649: Trailer, Single Drop 48-foot Semi Flatbed 1 $37,733.00 $40,000.00
702 242841 2 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 13|B041: 8-yard Body (DB) 2 $11,756.00 $23,512.00
702 242841 3 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 13|B588: Winter Tailgate Zero Velocity Left (WTG-ZV-L) 2 $15,696.00 $31,392.00
702 242841 4 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 13|B010: Ice Blade (IB) 2 $13,467.00 $26,934.00
702 242841 5 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 13|B521: Heavy Duty Benching Wing (HDBW) 2 $13,090.00 $26,180.00
702 242546 2 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 13|B040: 4-yard Dump Body (DB) 2 $10,348.00 $20,696.00
702 242546 3 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 13|B588: Spreader, Winter Tailgate with Zero Velocity Right (WTG-ZV-R) 2 $15,169.00 $30,338.00
702 242546 4 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 13|B519: Medium Duty Front Wing - Left (MDFW-L) 2 $9,194.00 $18,388.00
702 242546 5 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 13|B540: Underbody Snowplow (UBP) 2 $11,986.00 $23,972.00
702 242542 2 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 13|B040: 4-yard Dump Body (DB) 2 $10,348.00 $20,696.00
702 242542 3 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 13|B588: Spreader, Winter Tailgate with Zero Velocity Right (WTG-ZV-R) 2 $15,169.00 $30,338.00
702 242542 4 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 13|B520: Light Duty Wing - Left (LDW-L) 2 $4,143.00 $8,286.00
702 242543 2 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 13|B040: 4-yard Dump Body (DB) 2 $10,348.00 $20,696.00
702 242543 3 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 13|B588: Spreader, Winter Tailgate with Zero Velocity Left (WTG-ZV-L) 2 $14,966.00 $29,932.00
702 242543 4 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 13|B520: Light Duty Wing - Right (LDW-R) 2 $4,143.00 $8,286.00
702 242539 2 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 13|B040: 4-yard Dump Body (DB) 2 $10,348.00 $20,696.00
702 242539 3 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 13|B591: Spreader, Zero Velocity Left (ZVL) 2 $9,691.00 $19,382.00
702 242539 4 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 13|B568: Prewet, 140 gallon Tailgate (PW140) 2 $3,797.00 $7,594.00
702 242539 5 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 13|B540: Underbody Snowplow (UBP) 2 $11,986.00 $23,972.00
702 242539 6 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 13|B569: Anti-Ice System with Separate Prewet (AI-Sw) 2 $9,343.00 $18,686.00
702 242530 2 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 13|B040: 4-yard Dump Body (DB) 2 $10,348.00 $20,696.00
702 242530 3 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 13|B591: Spreader, Zero Velocity Left (ZV-L) 2 $9,691.00 $19,382.00
702 242530 4 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 13|B568: Prewet, 140 gallon Tailgate (PW140) 2 $3,797.00 $7,594.00
702 242530 5 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 13|B540: Underbody Snowplow (UBP) 2 $11,986.00 $23,972.00
702 242530 6 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 13|B516: Light Duty Mid-Wing - Right (LDMW-R) 2 $5,910.00 $11,820.00
702 242530 7 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 13|B569: Anti-Ice System with Separate Prewet (AI-Sw) 2 $9,343.00 $18,686.00
702 242534 2 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 13|B040: 4-yard Dump Body (DB) 2 $10,348.00 $20,696.00
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702 242534 3 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 13|B588: Spreader, Winter Tailgate with Zero Velocity Left (WTG-ZV-L) 2 $14,966.00 $29,932.00
702 242534 4 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 13|B540: Underbody Snowplow (UBP) 2 $11,986.00 $23,972.00
702 242534 5 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 13|B518: Medium Duty Rear-Rear Wing - Right (MDRRW-R) 2 $7,239.00 $14,478.00
702 241664 1 MONROE TRUCK EQUIPMENT 13|B621: Tarp, Automatic, Single Axle 2 $1,588.00 $3,126.00
702 241401 1 BOBCAT COMPANY 13|B052: Hydraulic Pavement Breaker with Nail Point Bit 2 $6,352.08 $12,704.16
702 241088 1
JOHN DEERE NO. AMERICA AG 
MARKETING
13|B381: Mower, Rotary 3pt, 6-Foot 2 $4,253.72 $8,507.44
702 240956 1 MONROE TRUCK EQUIPMENT 13|B621| Tarp, Automatic, Single Axle 2 $1,563.00 $3,126.00
702 240989 1 ANDERSON IMPLEMENT 13|B377: Mower, Multi-Disc 2 $9,348.22 $16,200.00
702 241050 1 SCHULTE USA INC. 13|B383: Mower, Rotary 15-Foot 2 $22,793.80 $44,000.00




13|B644: Trailer, Sign/Signal 2 $7,686.00 $15,600.00
702 234295 2 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 12|B041: 8-yard Body (DB) 2 $11,707.00 $23,414.00
702 234295 3 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 12|B588: Winter Tailgate Zero Velocity Left (WTG-ZVL) 2 $15,630.00 $31,260.00
702 234295 4 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 12|B010: Ice Blade (IB) 2 $13,411.00 $26,822.00
702 234295 5 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 12|B521: Heavy Duty Benching Wing (HDBW) 2 $13,035.00 $26,070.00
702 234419 2 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 12|B043: 11-yard Body (DB) 2 $11,993.00 $23,986.00
702 234419 3 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 12|B589: Winter Tailgate Dual (WTG-D) 2 $11,461.00 $22,922.00
702 234419 4 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 12|B010: Ice Blade (IB) 2 $13,411.00 $26,822.00
702 234419 5 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 12|B522: Heavy Duty Front Wing - Right (HDW-R) 2 $9,223.00 $18,446.00
702 234309 2 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 12|B041: 8-yard Body (DB) 2 $11,707.00 $23,414.00
702 234309 3 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 12|B588: Winter Tailgate Zero Velocity Left (WTG-ZVL) 2 $15,630.00 $31,260.00
702 234309 4 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 12|B540: Underbody Snowplow (UBP) 2 $11,275.00 $22,550.00
702 234309 5 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 12|B518: Medium Duty Rear Wing  - Right (MDRW-R) 2 $7,208.00 $14,416.00
702 234307 2 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 12|B041: 8-yard Body (DB) 2 $11,707.00 $23,414.00
702 234307 3 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 12|B590: Spreader, Dual Discharge (DS) 2 $5,493.00 $10,986.00
702 234307 4 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 12|B540: Underbody Snowplow (UBP) 2 $11,275.00 $22,550.00
702 234307 5 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 12|B522: Heavy Duty Front Wing - Right (HDW-R) 2 $9,223.00 $18,446.00
702 234307 6 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 12|B568: Prewet, 140 gallon Tailgate (PW140) 2 $2,824.00 $5,648.00
702 234302 2 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 12|B041: 8-yard Body (DB) 2 $11,707.00 $23,414.00
702 234302 3 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 12|B591: Spreader, Zero Velocity Left (ZVL) 2 $9,778.00 $19,556.00
702 234302 4 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 12|B010: Ice Blade (IB) 2 $13,411.00 $26,822.00
702 234302 5 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 12|B521: Heavy Duty Benching Wing (HDBW) 2 $13,035.00 $26,070.00
702 234302 6 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 12|B568: Prewet, 140 gallon Tailgate (PW140) 2 $2,824.00 $5,648.00
702 246358 2 TRUCK EQUIPMENT INC. 13|B293: Optional Tailgate lift w/2-piece, 55”x 39” Folding Aluminum Platform 2 $1,773.00 $2,600.00
702 245932 1 COUNTRY HOME PRODUCTS INC 13|B388: Mower, Guardrail, Walk-Behind 2 $749.99 $1,700.00
702 245590 1 HENKE MANUFACTURING CORP 14|B508: Plow, Hyd Reverse, Straight Moldboard     2 $4,265.00 $8,530.00
702 244585 1 AMES REPAIR SHOP 14|B075: Bead Boxes 2 $3,400.00 $6,800.00
702 243730 1 AMERICAN TOPPER & ACCESSORIES 13|B391: Surveyor Pack Truck Bed Organizer by Highway Products, Inc. 2 $6,126.17 $13,729.70
702 234297 2 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 12|B041: 8-yard Body (DB) 3 $11,707.00 $35,121.00
702 234297 3 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 12|B588: Winter Tailgate Zero Velocity Left (WTG-ZVL) 3 $15,630.00 $46,890.00
702 234297 4 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 12|B010: Ice Blade (IB) 3 $13,411.00 $40,233.00
702 234297 5 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 12|B521: Heavy Duty Benching Wing (HDBW) 3 $13,035.00 $39,105.00
702 239903 1 ROADWAY SAFETY TECHNOLOGIES 13|B073: TRAILER ATTENUATOR 3 $14,786.00 $44,358.00
702 239982 1 SIGNALISATION VER MAC, INC. 13|B494: Signal, Arrow Board 3'x 6' L.E.D. with Controller. 3 $2,500.00 $10,200.00
702 239947 1 VARITECH INDUSTRIES 13|B574:  Sprayer, Anti-Ice Trailer 3 $17,081.25 $48,000.00
702 239947 2 VARITECH INDUSTRIES 13|B574:  Sprayer, Anti-Ice Trailer 3 $6,830.15 $24,000.00
702 242537 2 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 13|B040: 4-yard Dump Body (DB) 3 $10,348.00 $31,044.00
702 242537 3 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 13|B588: Spreader, Winter Tailgate with Zero Velocity Left (WTG-ZV-L) 3 $14,966.00 $44,898.00
702 242537 4 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 12|B540: Underbody Snowplow (UBP) 3 $11,986.00 $35,958.00
702 242529 2 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 13|B040: 4-yard Dump Body (DB) 4 $10,348.00 $41,392.00
702 242529 3 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 13|B588: Spreader, Winter Tailgate with Zero Velocity Left (WTG-ZV-L) 4 $14,966.00 $59,864.00
702 242529 4 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 13|B540: Underbody Snowplow (UBP) 4 $11,986.00 $47,944.00
702 242529 5 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 13|B516: Light Duty Mid-Wing - Right (LDMW-R) 4 $5,910.00 $23,640.00
702 241883 5 RTL EQUIPMENT INC 13|B079: Scrap Grapple Bucket 4 $14,000.18 $58,400.00
702 241295 1 DUO LIFT MANUFACTURING CO., INC. 13|B650: Trailer, 20 ton Tilt Low-Bed 4 $24,860.00 $92,000.00
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702 239983 2 TRAFCON INDUSTRIES, INC 13|B494: Signal, Arrow Board - 4'x 8', L.E.D. with standard cable controller and 5 $3,599.00 $19,000.00
702 239983 1 TRAFCON INDUSTRIES, INC 13|B494: Signal, Arrow Board - 4'x 8', L.E.D. with wireless controller. 5 $2,211.00 $12,500.00
702 243743 1 CRANES & EQUIPMENT CORP 13|B056: Crane, Articulated 6 $23,779.00 $142,674.00
702 241883 3 RTL EQUIPMENT INC 13|B081: 2.5 cu.yd. Bucket 8 $7,118.58 $58,400.00
702 241883 4 RTL EQUIPMENT INC 13|B078: Pallet Fork Attachment 8 $4,851.73 $40,000.00
702 243210 1 KELTEK INC 13|B495: Arrow, Signal 10 $1,172.80 $13,000.00
702 242179 1 KELTEK INC 13|B291: Light Bar, Enforcement - Chevy Tahoe 14 $1,979.00 $16,800.00
702 242179 2 KELTEK INC 13|B495: Arrow, Enforcement Signal - Chevy Tahoe 14 $728.48 $18,200.00
702 238016 1 HENKE MANUFACTURING CORP 13|B508: Plow, Hyd Reverse, Straight Moldboard 29 $4,265.00 $127,600.00
702 238021 2 MONROE TRUCK EQUIPMENT 13|B569: Sprayer, Kit, Wedge Tank  - 900-Gallons Total with SS Mounting Kit for 34 $2,216.00 $88,400.00
702 238021 1 MONROE TRUCK EQUIPMENT 13|B569: Sprayer, Kit, Wedge Tank  - 525-Gallons Total with SS Mounting Kit for 38 $1,546.00 $87,400.00
Total 702- Road Equipment & Trailers 522 $4,467,704.28
703 245843 1 UZ ENGINEERED PRODUCTS LLC FY13| CR20: Steel Storage Rack Durham VBR-8436-95 1 $276.32 $450.00
703 245844 1 MSC INDUSTRIAL SUPPLY CO INC FY13| CC60: Cabinet,  Weatherhead C-40X color gray 1 $661.05 $780.00
703 245844 2 MSC INDUSTRIAL SUPPLY CO INC FY13| CC60: Quantum MSU-532BL,  8-350# shelves with 21 bins   color gray 1 $679.03 $580.00
703 245844 3 MSC INDUSTRIAL SUPPLY CO INC FY13| CC60: Lyon 6614 color gray 4 $1,358.58 $4,920.00
703 243213 1 DEE ZEE FACTORY OUTLET Fy13/C60R: Rear Rack System for 2013 MVE Tahoes with carpet installed 15 $2,027.12 $30,000.00
703 240236 1 DEE ZEE FACTORY OUTLET Fy12/C60R: Rear Rack System for 2012 MVE Tahoes 16 $2,027.12 $48,000.00
Total 703 - Large Office Furniture & Files 38 $84,730.00
704 243919 1 SUPERIOR WELDING SUPPLY FY13|DW10: Welder, Mig, Miller Millermatic 252 #MIL907-321 1 $2,023.13 $1,720.00
704 243919 2 SUPERIOR WELDING SUPPLY FY13/DW10: Miller welder model CST - 280 including Tweco style connectors 1 $1,884.06 $2,200.00
704 243924 1 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC FY13|DF04| Filler, Radiator Coolant 1 $950.00 $900.00
704 243993 1 VIRGINIA LAB SUPPLY 13|DS49:SIEVE SHAKER RAINHART MARY ANN #637D 1 $2,084.00 $2,600.00
704 243731 1 CAMPBELL SUPPLY COMPANY 13|DC01: Tool Cart, Waterloo PCA-5211RD 52" Red 1 $1,689.00 $3,100.00
704 243820 1 MS FOSTER & ASSOCIATES FY13|DL14: Laser Guidance Laserline No. GL3000PMC for Tow Plow 1 $2,300.00 $2,260.00
704 243854 1
JACK HORNERS MACHINERY & 
CONTRACTOR
FY13|DC44: COMPACTOR VIBRATOR PAN, WACKER WP-1550AW 1 $1,819.00 $1,350.00
704 243855 1
O'REILLY AUTOMOTIVE INC - 
SPRINGFIELD
FY13|DR45: AIR CONDITIONING RECYCLING SYSTEM 1 $3,195.00 $3,290.00
704 243858 1 ADVANCED TANK TECHNOLOGIES LLC FY13|DT38: TANK, 7800 Vertical 120D X 176H Ace VT7800-120 1 $4,053.71 $4,780.00
704 243868 1 ACME TOOLS FY13|DS44: SCREED KING #621510 W/8FT AND 14FT SCREEDS 1 $2,234.90 $2,230.00
704 243869 1 AIRGAS USA LLC-MARSHALLTOWN FY13|DC77: CUTTER, PLASMA HYPERTHERM POWERMAX 1000 G3 1 $2,641.24 $3,000.00
704 243869 2 AIRGAS USA LLC-MARSHALLTOWN FY13|DC77: CUTTER, PLASMA ESAB PCM-900  ESA 0558008121  1 $1,980.77 $2,030.00
704 244460 1 ACME TOOLS FY13|DG07: GENERATOR-ELECTRIC START- 7K WATT 1 $850.00 $900.00
704 244586 1 TOOL HOUSE INC THE FY13|DH61: Hoist,  electric chain 2 ton 1 $3,069.10 $2,890.00
704 244698 1 GREENWAY & ASSOCIATES LTD Sheet Metal Machines Shear,  1 $29,900.00 $30,000.00
704 244769 1 VIRGINIA LAB SUPPLY 13|DS49:SIEVE SHAKER RAINHART MARY ANN #637D 1 $2,084.00 $2,600.00
704 244845 1 LILY CORPORATION 13|DM25M: EPOXY INJECTION MACHINE FOR DISTRICT 2 Clarion Bridge 1 $7,554.60 $7,500.00
704 244847 1 DOVE EQUIPMENT CO INC 13|GRACO BARREL PUMPING SYSTEM FOR DISTRICT  2 Clarion Bridge 1 $2,603.00 $2,650.00
704 244900 1 NOTT COMPANY FY13|DM16M:Hose Crimper Portable 1 $2,155.81 $2,950.00
704 245008 1
CARQUEST AUTO PARTS OF 
MANHATTAN,KS
FY13|DD26: BRAKE AND DRUM DOLLY BACKBUDDY OTC #5090 1 $1,575.00 $1,080.00
704 245025 1 KRIZ-DAVIS CO FY13/DH31: PVC Pipe Heater, Greenlee 849    1/2" to 2" pipe 1 $354.24 $460.00
704 245397 1
O'REILLY AUTOMOTIVE INC - 
SPRINGFIELD
FY13| DP37: Press, 55 Ton  OTC #1872  1 $5,695.00 $4,020.00
704 245527 1 VAN WALL EQUIPMENT, AMES FY13| DS08: GAS POWERED POLE CHAIN SAW W/10 FT BOOM 1 $487.99 $530.00
704 245635 1
SNAP-ON IND A DIV OF IDSC HOLDINGS 
LLC
FY13| DW29: IMPACT WRENCH AIR   1 INCH 1 $666.34 $750.00
704 245645 1 DEFELSKO CORPORATION FY13/DG02: GAUGE, COATING THICKNESS METER 1 $695.00 $700.00
704 245643 2 AIRGAS USA LLC-MARSHALLTOWN FY13/DC77: Miller Spectrum 375 E- XTREME plasma cutter with XT-30 torch 1 $1,163.81 $1,300.00
704 245648 4
CARQUEST AUTO PARTS OF 
MANHATTAN,KS
FY13| DP52: Puller Set, OTC 7057 and OTC 5190 1 $445.00 $460.00
703- Large Office Furniture & Files
704- Shop Tools & Small Equipment
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704 245670 2
INDEPENDENT PARTS DISTRIBUTION 
CENTER
FY13| DP92: PUMP, GREASE GUN,  LINCOLN #989 1 $725.00 $740.00
704 245682 1
SNAP-ON IND A DIV OF IDSC HOLDINGS 
LLC
FY13| DD52: DRILL PRESS            JET #JPD-20MF 1 $865.46 $900.00
704 245775 1 STORY FARM & HOME JOBOX Jobsite Chest 48 W x 30 D x 33 3/8 H (see attached) 1 $631.00 $820.50
704 245803 1 MSC INDUSTRIAL SUPPLY CO INC FY13| DD30: DRILL, MAGNETIC Hougen HMD-150   69453538 1 $754.41 $800.00
704 245939 1 TRUCK EQUIPMENT INC. FY13/DG05: HYDAC Dry Nitrogen charging set for accumulators 1 $755.00 $1,700.00
704 246038 1 VIRGINIA LAB SUPPLY 13|DS49:SIEVE SHAKER RAINHART MARY ANN #637D 1 $2,084.00 $2,600.00
704 246298 1 1ST AYD CORPORATION FY13/DM43: IPC Gansow 512et Walk Behind Hall Sweeper, w/ Forward Assist 1 $2,765.00 $2,765.00
704 246409 2 CAPITAL SANITARY SUPPLY CO INC FY13|DE13: Advance Aquaclean Carpet Extractor 1 $2,611.50 $3,957.00
704 246421 1 THOMAS SCIENTIFIC INC 20KG BALANCE A&D GP-20K Precision Industrial Balance or better 1 $2,360.00 $2,950.00
704 246493 2 TRANSIT WORKS FY13/DL34: Metal Locator, Sub-Surface ML-3SY 1 $694.00 $800.00
704 246728 1 AIRGAS USA LLC-DES MOINES FY14/DR55: RESPIRATOR, 3M SPEEDGLAS FLEX VIEW WELDING 1 $1,399.00 $1,460.00
704 246730 1
JACK HORNERS MACHINERY & 
CONTRACTOR
FY13/DH03: CHIPPER PNEU CP-0012-2H 1 $339.00 $560.00
704 246730 2
JACK HORNERS MACHINERY & 
CONTRACTOR
FY13/DH03: CHIPPER PNEU CP-4125-2H 1 $589.00 $560.00
704 246732 1 HUNDERTMARK INC FY14/DW02, WASHER HOT WATER, 230 VOLT AALADIN 16-423SS 1 $5,184.00 $5,410.00
704 246733 1 HOTSY EQUIPMENT CO. FY14/DW02, WASHER HOT WATER, 230 VOLT HOTSY #770SS OIL 1 $2,304.61 $2,300.00
704 246880 1 HOTSY EQUIPMENT CO. FY14/DW02, WASHER HOT WATER, 230 VOLT HOTSY #981SS LP with Reel 4416 1 $3,577.21 $3,450.00
704 246881 1 HOTSY EQUIPMENT CO. FY14/DW02, WASHER HOT WATER, 230 VOLT HOTSY #982SS NG 1 $3,540.71 $3,340.00
704 246882 1 HOTSY EQUIPMENT CO. FY14/DW02, WASHER HOT WATER, 230 VOLT HOTSY #982SS NG with Hose Reel 4416 1 $3,846.09 $4,090.00
704 246883 1 HOTSY EQUIPMENT CO. FY14/DW02, WASHER HOT WATER, 230 VOLT HOTSY #982SS NG with Hose Reel 4416 1 $3,846.09 $4,090.00
704 246884 1 SPRAYER SPECIALTIES INC FY14/DP68: Pump, Pacer: 3" Ports, 7.5HP, 220V 3PH 1 $1,334.88 $1,410.00
704 246885 1 SPRAYER SPECIALTIES INC FY14/DP68: Pump, Pacer: 3" Ports, 7.5HP, 220V 1PH 1 $1,334.88 $1,300.00
704 246886 1 SPRAYER SPECIALTIES INC FY14/DP68: Pump, Pacer: 3" Ports, 7.5HP, 220V 1PH 1 $1,334.88 $1,300.00
704 246887 1 SPRAYER SPECIALTIES INC FY14/DP68: Pump, Pacer: 3" Ports, 7.5HP, 220V 1PH 1 $1,334.88 $1,300.00
704 246888 1 SPRAYER SPECIALTIES INC FY14/DP68: Pump, Pacer: 3" Ports, 7.5HP, 220V 1PH 1 $1,334.88 $1,300.00
704 246889 1 SPRAYER SPECIALTIES INC FY14/DP68: Pump, Pacer: 3" Ports, 7.5HP, 220V 1PH 1 $1,334.88 $1,300.00
704 246890 1 SPRAYER SPECIALTIES INC FY14/DP68: Pump, Pacer: 3" Ports, 7.5HP, 220V 1PH 1 $1,334.88 $1,300.00
704 247246 1 AIRGAS USA LLC-MARSHALLTOWN FY14|DC77: CUTTER, PLASMA ESAB PCM-900  ESA 0558008121  1 $2,063.00 $2,030.00
704 247249 1
CARQUEST AUTO PARTS OF 
MANHATTAN,KS
FY14/DJ09: JACK  4 TON SERVICE            OTC #5007 USA 1 $1,100.00 $1,180.00
704 247253 1 TRUCK EQUIPMENT INC. FY14/DD56: FAIRMONT POST DRIVER #HPD-HV-U PART #11186 1 $2,617.00 $2,170.00
704 247282 1 SCHABEN INDUSTRIES FY14/DT38: Tank, 6250 Vertical 102D X 191 ACE VT6250-102 or Nor6000 102Dx 182H 1 $2,953.01 $3,000.00
704 247283 1 SCHABEN INDUSTRIES FY14/DT38: Tank, 6250 Vertical 102D X 191 ACE VT6250-102 or Nor6000 102Dx 182H 1 $2,953.01 $3,000.00
704 247284 1 SCHABEN INDUSTRIES FY14/DT38: Tank, 6250 Vertical 102D X 191 ACE VT6250-102 or Nor6000 102Dx 182H 1 $2,953.01 $3,000.00
704 247285 1 SCHABEN INDUSTRIES FY14/DT38: Tank, 6250 Vertical 102D X 191 ACE VT6250-102 or Nor6000 102Dx 182H 1 $2,953.01 $3,000.00
704 247286 1 SCHABEN INDUSTRIES FY14/DT38: Tank, 6250 Vertical 102D X 191 ACE VT6250-102 or Nor6000 102Dx 182H 1 $2,953.01 $3,000.00
704 247288 1 SCHABEN INDUSTRIES FY14/DT38: Tank, 6250 Vertical 102D X 191 ACE VT6250-102 or Nor6000 102Dx 182H 1 $2,953.01 $3,000.00
704 247289 1 SCHABEN INDUSTRIES FY14/DT38: Tank, 6250 Vertical 102D X 191 ACE VT6250-102 or Nor6000 102Dx 182H 1 $2,953.01 $3,000.00
704 247290 1 SCHABEN INDUSTRIES FY14/DT38: Tank, 6250 Vertical 102D X 191 ACE VT6250-102 or Nor6000 102Dx 182H 1 $2,953.01 $3,000.00
704 247291 1 SCHABEN INDUSTRIES FY14/DT38: Tank, 6250 Vertical 102D X 191 ACE VT6250-102 or Nor6000 102Dx 182H 1 $2,953.01 $3,000.00
704 247292 1 SCHABEN INDUSTRIES FY14/DT38: Tank, 6250 Vertical 102D X 191 ACE VT6250-102 or Nor6000 102Dx 182H 1 $2,953.01 $3,000.00
704 247293 1 SCHABEN INDUSTRIES FY14/DT38: Tank, 6250 Vertical 102D X 191 ACE VT6250-102 or Nor6000 102Dx 182H 1 $2,953.01 $3,000.00
704 247294 1 SCHABEN INDUSTRIES FY14/DT38: Tank, 6250 Vertical 102D X 191 ACE VT6250-102 or Nor6000 102Dx 182H 1 $2,953.01 $3,000.00
704 247295 1 SCHABEN INDUSTRIES FY14/DT38: Tank, 6250 Vertical 102D X 191 ACE VT6250-102 or Nor6000 102Dx 182H 1 $2,953.01 $3,000.00
704 247297 1 SCHABEN INDUSTRIES FY14/DT38: Tank, 6250 Vertical 102D X 191 ACE VT6250-102 or Nor6000 102Dx 182H 1 $2,953.01 $3,000.00
704 247298 1 SCHABEN INDUSTRIES FY14/DT38: Tank, 6250 Vertical 102D X 191 ACE VT6250-102 or Nor6000 102Dx 182H 1 $2,953.01 $3,000.00
704 247300 1 SCHABEN INDUSTRIES FY14/DT38: Tank, 6250 Vertical 102D X 191 ACE VT6250-102 or Nor6000 102Dx 182H 1 $2,953.01 $3,000.00
704 247581 1 ACME TOOLS FY13/DL34: CST Magna-Trak 102 with case 1 $614.00 $750.00
704 247877 1 SUPERIOR WELDING SUPPLY FY'14/DW10: Mig Welder Millermatic 252, with wheels, 15ft gun and ground cord #9 1 $2,022.79 $1,720.00
704 247917 1 SUPERIOR WELDING SUPPLY DW11: WELDER/GENERATOR PORTABLE MILLER BLUESTAR 1 $2,502.57 $2,330.00
704 237790 1 PANALYTICAL INC 12|DS70: Wavelength-Dispersive X-Ray Fluorescence Spectrometer 1 $269,274.00 $260,000.00
704 239598 1 TROXLER ELECTRONICS LABS, INC FY12/DS03: AUTOMATIC HMA SAMPLE EXTRUDER 1 $1,482.18 $4,500.00
704 240338 1 VARITECH INDUSTRIES FY13/DP13: Salt Brine Production Plant 5000 GPH 1 $19,945.80 $20,550.00
704 240339 1 VARITECH INDUSTRIES FY13/DP13: Salt Brine Production Plant 5000 GPH 1 $19,945.80 $20,550.00
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704 240340 1 VARITECH INDUSTRIES FY13/DP13: Salt Brine Production Plant 5000 GPH 1 $19,945.80 $20,550.00
704 240341 1 VARITECH INDUSTRIES FY13/DP13: Salt Brine Production Plant 5000 GPH 1 $19,945.80 $20,550.00
704 240342 1 VARITECH INDUSTRIES FY13/DP13: Salt Brine Production Plant 5000 GPH 1 $19,945.80 $20,550.00
704 240343 1 VARITECH INDUSTRIES FY13/DP13: Salt Brine Production Plant 5000 GPH 1 $19,945.80 $20,550.00
704 240387 1 CAPITAL SANITARY SUPPLY CO INC FY/13: DS48: Floor Scrubber, Advance Micromatic M17B 1 $3,590.00 $4,000.00
704 240453 1 GRAYBAR ELECTRIC CO 12|DS70: Uninterruptable Power Supply for XRF 1 $10,185.00 $9,000.00
704 240921 1 ADVANCED TANK TECHNOLOGIES LLC FY13/DT38: TANK, 7800 Vertical 119D X 176H Norwesco NOR7800Vert 1 $3,777.00 $4,780.00
704 240928 1 SPRAYER SPECIALTIES INC FY13/DT38: Tank, 6250 Vertical 102D X 191 ACE VT6250-102 1 $2,899.00 $3,130.00
704 240929 1 SPRAYER SPECIALTIES INC FY13/DT38: Tank, 6250 Vertical 102D X 191 ACE VT6250-102 1 $2,859.00 $3,130.00
704 240930 1 SPRAYER SPECIALTIES INC FY13/DT38: Tank, 6250 Vertical 102D X 191 ACE VT6250-102 1 $2,874.00 $3,130.00
704 240931 1 SPRAYER SPECIALTIES INC FY13/DT38: Tank, 6250 Vertical 102D X 191 ACE VT6250-102 1 $2,894.00 $3,130.00
704 240932 1 SPRAYER SPECIALTIES INC FY13/DT38: Tank, 6250 Vertical 102D X 191 ACE VT6250-102 1 $2,874.00 $3,130.00
704 240937 1 SPRAYER SPECIALTIES INC FY13/DT38: Tank, 6250 Vertical 102D X 191 ACE VT6250-102 1 $2,899.00 $3,130.00
704 240934 1 SPRAYER SPECIALTIES INC FY13/DT38: Tank, 6250 Vertical 102D X 191 ACE VT6250-102 1 $2,914.00 $3,130.00
704 240935 1 SPRAYER SPECIALTIES INC FY13/DT38: Tank, 6250 Vertical 102D X 191 ACE VT6250-102 1 $2,909.00 $3,130.00
704 240971 1 ACME TOOLS FY12/DG07: GENERATOR- 5K WATT  1 $582.00 $670.00
704 240971 2 ACME TOOLS FY12/DC51: Air Compressor, 5hp 8.6cfm@110psi 8 gal twin tanks 1 $772.00 $830.00
704 240942 1 SPRAYER SPECIALTIES INC FY13/DP68: PUMP, PACER: 3" PORTS, 7.5HP, 230V 275GPM1PH 1 $1,296.00 $1,410.00
704 240943 1 SPRAYER SPECIALTIES INC FY13/DP68: PUMP, PACER: 2" PORTS, 5HP, 220V 175GPM 1PH 1 $1,284.00 $1,140.00
704 241693 1 FULGHAM MACHINE AND TOOL CO INC FY13|DE12: Broken Bolt Extractor Combo Kit 1 $1,988.00 $700.00
704 241695 1 MS FOSTER & ASSOCIATES FY13|D08C: Calibrator for Infrared Thermometer 1 $1,470.00 $1,600.00
704 241829 1 VAN WALL EQUIPMENT, AMES FY13|DS17: STIHL CUTQUIK SAW TS-420-14" 1 $899.00 $850.00
704 241865 1 DOVE EQUIPMENT CO INC 13|GRACO BARREL PUMPING SYSTEM FOR DISTRICT 1 1 $2,603.00 $2,650.00
704 241866 1 LILY CORPORATION 13|DM25M: EPOXY INJECTION MACHINE FOR DISTRICT 1 1 $7,567.30 $7,500.00
704 241874 1 GRAINGER #853763530 PURCHASING FY13|DG07: Generatror with Electric Start 15K Watt 1 $2,317.02 $2,500.00




FY13|DL34: Locator, Magnetic 1 $2,937.60 $3,100.00
704 241883 2 RTL EQUIPMENT INC D31S|13: Scale 1 $12,094.00 $14,600.00
704 241890 1 NORTHERN BALANCE & SCALE 12|DB03: 250 gram  balance 1 $250.00 $349.00
704 242181 1 HOTSY EQUIPMENT CO. FY13|DW02, Washer Hot Water, 220 Volt  1 $3,050.52 $3,290.00
704 242182 1 HOTSY EQUIPMENT CO. FY13|DW02, Washer Hot Water, 220 Volt 1 $3,168.52 $3,290.00
704 242183 1 QUALITY CLEANING EQUIPMENT FY13|DW02,Washer Hot Water, 220 Volt  1 $3,039.60 $3,290.00
704 242184 1 MI-T-M CORPORATION FY13| DW02, Washer Hot Water, 220 Volt 1 $2,160.00 $2,330.00
704 242185 1 MI-T-M CORPORATION FY13| DW02, Washer Hot Water, 220 Volt  1 $2,160.00 $2,330.00
704 242186 1 MI-T-M CORPORATION FY13| DW02, Washer Hot Water, 220 Volt  1 $2,160.00 $2,330.00
704 242187 1 MI-T-M CORPORATION FY13| DW02, Washer Hot Water, 220 Volt 1 $2,160.00 $2,330.00
704 242188 1 HOTSY EQUIPMENT CO. FY13| DW02, Washer Hot Water, 220 Volt  1 $3,128.02 $3,100.00
704 242189 1 HOTSY EQUIPMENT CO. FY13| DW02, Washer Hot Water, 220 Volt  1 $3,128.02 $3,240.00
704 242190 1 HOTSY EQUIPMENT CO. FY13| DW02, Washer Hot Water, 208 Volt 3 phase 1 $3,335.73 $3,700.00
704 242191 1 HOTSY EQUIPMENT CO. FY13| DW02, Washer Hot Water, 220 Volt 1 $3,246.02 $3,460.00
704 242192 1 HOTSY EQUIPMENT CO. FY13| DW02: Washer Hot Water, 220 Volt 1 $3,128.00 $3,240.00
704 242140 1 SPRAYER SPECIALTIES INC FY13/DP68: PUMP, PACER: 2" PORTS, 5HP, 220V 175GPM 1PH 1 $1,284.00 $1,140.00
704 242141 1 SPRAYER SPECIALTIES INC FY13/DP68: PUMP, PACER: 2" PORTS, 5HP, 220V 175GPM 1PH 1 $1,284.00 $1,140.00
704 242038 1 CLARKLIFT OF DES MOINES INC FY13|DT95: Fork Pallet 5500 pound Lift Cap. 1 $310.00 $990.00
704 242458 1 JOHN DAY COMPANY 11|DT75: Gearwench 1,178 Piece Professional Finish 1 $5,006.00 $4,590.00
704 242493 1 CBG TECHNOLOGIES Solvent Recycling Unit 1 $8,380.00 $6,675.00
704 242513 1 SNAP-ON INDUSTRIAL - ANKENY,IA DP52: Puller Set, Snap On CJ2000SB 1 $2,032.16 $3,290.00
704 242515 1 CANNON INSTRUMENT COMPANY 13|DR65: Bending Beam Rheomoter Cannon 9728-V30 1 $29,499.53 $30,000.00
704 242516 1 MEDIA LLC 13|DE13: 3,000g capacity Centrifuge Extractor 110 volt with open or explosion-pr 1 $2,950.00 $3,600.00
704 242562 1 GEOCOMP CORP 13|DM62: Load Trac II, LTII-10,000 1 $15,423.75 $15,423.75
704 242658 1 TOOL HOUSE INC THE FY13|DH61: Hoist,  electric chain 2 ton 1 $3,074.10 $2,890.00
704 242658 2 TOOL HOUSE INC THE FY13|DH61: Hoist,  electric chain 2 ton 1 $3,154.10 $2,890.00
704 242658 3 TOOL HOUSE INC THE FY13|DH61: Hoist,  electric chain 2 ton 1 $3,049.10 $2,890.00
704 242658 4 TOOL HOUSE INC THE FY13|DH61: Hoist,  electric chain 2 ton 1 $4,063.60 $2,890.00
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704 242739 1 CARQUEST AUTO PARTS INC (ANKENY) FY13/DJ09: JACK  4 TON SERVICE            OTC #5007 USA 1 $1,100.00 $1,180.00
704 242835 1 COLONIAL SCIENTIFIC INC 13|DC44: Relative Density Apparatus meeting ASTM D4253 and D4254 and the followi 1 $7,558.00 $10,000.00
704 242959 1 1ST AYD CORPORATION FY12/DS48: Walk Behind Hall Sweeper 1 $2,765.00 $2,300.00
704 242965 1 WAYNE DENNIS SUPPLY CO Combustion Gas Analyzer Kit Testo 327-1 1 $1,150.00 $1,150.00
704 242974 1 HUMBOLDT MFG. CO. 13|DV24: Saybolt Viscometer 1 $7,253.98 $6,000.00
704 242739 3 CARQUEST AUTO PARTS INC (ANKENY) DJ11: JACK 10 TON AIR/HYD   SERVICE OTC 5110,  Gray FSJ-200 2 $2,623.00 $5,620.00
704 242739 5 CARQUEST AUTO PARTS INC (ANKENY) DP52: Puller Set, OTC1675 with 1620 3' by 4' board 2 $915.00 $2,480.00
704 242511 1 CAMPBELL SUPPLY COMPANY FY13/DD52: Drill Press, Ellis Model 9400 2 $2,928.00 $5,360.00
704 242511 2 CAMPBELL SUPPLY COMPANY FY13/DS07: BAND SAW ELLIS MODEL 1600 MITRE 2 $2,287.00 $4,220.00
704 242180 1 TOTAL TOOL SUPPLY INC FY13|DD47: Bosch 11265EVS 1-5/8" Spline Drive Rotary Hammer Drill 2 $575.00 $1,980.00
704 241259 1 PINE INSTRUMENT COMPANY 13|DO31: Asphalt Content/Binder Furnace with internal automatic balance  2 $8,187.00 $19,094.00
704 240936 1 SPRAYER SPECIALTIES INC FY13/DT38: Tank, 6250 Vertical 102D X 191 ACE VT6250-102 2 $2,844.00 $6,260.00
704 240941 1 SPRAYER SPECIALTIES INC FY13/DP68: PUMP, PACER: 3" PORTS, 7.5HP, 230V 275GPM1PH 2 $1,296.00 $2,820.00
704 240938 1 SPRAYER SPECIALTIES INC FY13/DT38: Tank, 6250 Vertical 102D X 191 ACE VT6250-102 2 $2,857.00 $6,260.00
704 240939 1 SPRAYER SPECIALTIES INC FY13/DT38: TANK, 2500 Vertical  90D X 100H ACE VT2500-90 2 $985.00 $2,120.00
704 240933 1 SPRAYER SPECIALTIES INC FY13/DT38: Tank, 6250 Vertical 102D X 191 ACE VT6250-102 2 $2,839.00 $6,260.00
704 240926 1 SPRAYER SPECIALTIES INC FY13/DT41: TANK,  925 Gal ACE W/Domed Ends, w/NO Sump 2 $708.00 $1,900.00
704 240922 1 ADVANCED TANK TECHNOLOGIES LLC FY13/DT38: TANK, 7800 Vertical 119D X 176H Norwesco NOR7800Vert 2 $3,747.00 $9,560.00
704 240923 1 ADVANCED TANK TECHNOLOGIES LLC FY13/DT38: TANK, 7800 Vertical 119D X 176H Norwesco NOR7800Vert 2 $3,777.00 $9,560.00
704 240924 1 ADVANCED TANK TECHNOLOGIES LLC FY13/DT38: TANK, 7800 Vertical 119D X 176H Norwesco NOR7800Vert 2 $3,757.00 $9,560.00
704 247299 1 SCHABEN INDUSTRIES FY14/DT38: Tank, 6250 Vertical 102D X 191 ACE VT6250-102 or Nor6000 102Dx 182H 2 $2,953.01 $6,000.00
704 247302 1 SCHABEN INDUSTRIES FY14/DT38: Tank, 6250 Vertical 102D X 191 ACE VT6250-102 or Nor6000 102Dx 182H 2 $2,953.01 $6,000.00
704 247281 1 SCHABEN INDUSTRIES FY14/DT38: Tank, 6250 Vertical 102D X 191 ACE VT6250-102 or Nor6000 102Dx 182H 2 $2,953.01 $6,000.00
704 247304 1 SCHABEN INDUSTRIES FY14/DT38: Tank, 5000 Vertical 102D X 152 Norwesco  NOR5000Vert  or ACE 102D x 1 2 $2,554.69 $5,620.00
704 247296 1 SCHABEN INDUSTRIES FY14/DT38: Tank, 6250 Vertical 102D X 191 ACE VT6250-102 or Nor6000 102Dx 182H 2 $2,953.01 $6,000.00
704 247275 1 SCHABEN INDUSTRIES FY14/DT38: TANK, 7800 Vertical 119D X 176H Norwesco NOR7800Vert or ACE 7800-120D 2 $3,837.39 $5,620.00
704 247276 1 SCHABEN INDUSTRIES FY14/DT38: TANK, 7800 Vertical 119D X 176H Norwesco NOR7800Vert or ACE 7800-120D 2 $3,837.39 $5,620.00
704 247277 1 SCHABEN INDUSTRIES FY14/DT38: TANK, 7800 Vertical 119D X 176H Norwesco NOR7800Vert or ACE 7800-120D 2 $3,837.39 $5,620.00
704 247278 1 SCHABEN INDUSTRIES FY14/DT38: Tank, 6250 Vertical 102D X 191 ACE VT6250-102 or Nor6000 102Dx 182H 2 $2,953.01 $6,000.00
704 247279 1 SCHABEN INDUSTRIES FY14/DT38: Tank, 6250 Vertical 102D X 191 ACE VT6250-102 or Nor6000 102Dx 182H 2 $2,953.01 $6,000.00
704 247249 2
CARQUEST AUTO PARTS OF 
MANHATTAN,KS




FY14|DL35: Locator, Cable/Fault, Utility 2 $3,269.00 $5,900.00
704 247011 1 AIRGAS USA LLC-FORT DODGE FY14/DD52: Drill Press, Ellis Model 9400 2 $2,729.17 $5,360.00
704 247011 2 AIRGAS USA LLC-FORT DODGE FY14/DS07: BAND SAW ELLIS MODEL 1600 MITRE 2 $2,521.05 $4,220.00
704 246891 1 SPRAYER SPECIALTIES INC FY14/DP68: Pump, Pacer: 2" Ports, 5HP, 220V 1PH 2 $1,322.52 $2,580.00
704 246493 1 TRANSIT WORKS FY13/DL34: Schonstedet GA-72Cd magnetic locator with meter. 2 $799.00 $1,600.00
704 246492 1 MOON GLO WORK LIGHT FY14/DL23: Balloon Lights 1000w, Moon-Glo Tripod Mounted 2 $2,519.53 $5,600.00
704 246268 1 CAPITAL SANITARY SUPPLY CO INC FY13/DS48: Floor Scrubber,  Advance Micromatic M17B 2 $3,590.00 $7,400.00
704 245671 3 CAMPBELL SUPPLY COMPANY FY13| DH06: BREAKER 60# CP-1230-S-1.12 W/MUFFLER 1-1/8" 2 $982.00 $1,780.00
704 245669 1 OMAHA TRUCK CENTER FY13| DW03| Washer, Pressure, cold, 2.5G, 2700psi 2 $599.00 $1,620.00
704 245643 1 AIRGAS USA LLC-MARSHALLTOWN FY13| DW17: Welder, Spool Gun (Weld Aluminum) 2 $895.92 $1,600.00
704 245646 1 SADLER POWER TRAIN FY13| DP48: DUMP BODY PROP  Dump-Lok DLN-105WT notched model 2 $1,224.95 $2,300.00
704 245647 1 ANKENY ACE HARDWARE FY13| DG07: GENERATOR-ELECTRIC START- 7K WATT 2 $838.87 $1,800.00
704 245648 1 CARQUEST AUTO PARTS OF FY13| DJ09: JACK  5 TON SERVICE            OTC #1505B
    
2 $500.00 $1,060.00
704 245648 2
CARQUEST AUTO PARTS OF 
MANHATTAN,KS
FY13| DJ11: JACK 10 TON HYD SERVICE OTC #1510B STINGER 2 $630.00 $1,320.00
704 244901 1 JOHNSTON AUTOSTORES FY13|DM16M: Adjustable Hose Crimper: Dayco D100S  2 $3,226.10 $5,880.00
704 244486 1
KESSLER SOILS ENGINEERING 
PRODUCTS INC
13|DG04  MIT SCAN-T2 2 $20,344.00 $40,688.00
704 243852 1 TRUCK EQUIPMENT INC. FY13|DD56: FAIRMONT POST DRIVER #HPD-HV-U PART #11186 3 $2,598.00 $6,510.00
704 245527 2 VAN WALL EQUIPMENT, AMES FY13| DS17: STIHL CUTQUIK SAW TS-420-14" 3 $855.96 $2,700.00
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704 245648 3
CARQUEST AUTO PARTS OF 
MANHATTAN,KS
FY13| DJ26: JACK 10 TON PORT-A-POWER COBRA OTC 1519A 3 $550.00 $1,740.00
704 245647 2 ANKENY ACE HARDWARE FY13| DG07: GENERATOR-RECOIL   START- 5K WATT 3 $613.23 $2,010.00
704 245671 1 CAMPBELL SUPPLY COMPANY FY13| DC51: Air Compressor Gas Powered 3 $905.00 $2,490.00
704 245671 2 CAMPBELL SUPPLY COMPANY FY13| DH05: BREAKER 35# CP-1210-S W/MUFFLER 1" 3 $926.00 $2,670.00
704 247251 1 WRIGHT TOOL CO FY14|DS06:  Bead Blasting Cabinet Cyclo 4040 3 $1,456.00 $4,320.00
704 247303 1 SCHABEN INDUSTRIES FY14/DT38: Tank, 5000 Vertical 102D X 152 Norwesco  NOR5000Vert or ACE 102D x 15 3 $2,554.69 $8,430.00
704 247301 1 SCHABEN INDUSTRIES FY14/DT38: Tank, 6250 Vertical 102D X 191 ACE VT6250-102 or Nor6000 102Dx 182H 3 $2,953.01 $9,000.00
704 240925 1 SPRAYER SPECIALTIES INC FY13/DT41: TANK,  925 Gal ACE w/NO Sump 3 $708.00 $2,850.00
704 242041 1 SPRAYER SPECIALTIES INC FY13/DP68: PUMP, PACER: 2" PORTS, 5HP, 220V 175GPM 1PH 3 $1,284.00 $3,420.00
704 242041 2 SPRAYER SPECIALTIES INC FY13/DP68: PUMP, PACER: 3" PORTS, 7.5HP, 230V 275GPM1PH 3 $1,296.00 $4,230.00
704 242036 1 VIRGINIA LAB SUPPLY 13|D(New): 38mm (1-1/2") Resipod Concrete Resistivity Meter 3 $2,589.00 $8,358.00
704 242739 2 CARQUEST AUTO PARTS INC (ANKENY) FY13/DJ10: JACK 10 TON FRAME AIR JACK   OTC #1591A or Gray TAJS-2000 4 $1,115.00 $2,020.00
704 240940 1 SPRAYER SPECIALTIES INC FY13/DT38: TANK, 2500 Vertical  90D X 100H ACE 4 $985.00 $4,240.00
704 241831 1 CIRUS CONTROLS LLC FY13|DS56: Simulator, Spreader Control Demo System 4 $2,060.00 $7,200.00
704 246409 1 CAPITAL SANITARY SUPPLY CO INC FY13/DM43: Floor Scrubbber 17" Rotary Head 4 $481.25 $3,200.00
704 245648 5
CARQUEST AUTO PARTS OF 
MANHATTAN,KS
FY13| DR21: RAMP TRUCK 20 TON 16" TREAD WIDE 4 $454.00 $2,360.00
704 241581 1 WRIGHT TOOL CO FY13|DS06:  Bead Blasting Cabinet Cyclo 4040 5 $1,435.00 $6,350.00
704 242739 4 CARQUEST AUTO PARTS INC (ANKENY) FY13/DJ12: JACK 25 TON UNDER AXLE AIR/HYD OTC #5092 7 $1,025.00 $7,630.00
704 247249 3
CARQUEST AUTO PARTS OF 
MANHATTAN,KS
FY14/DJ12: JACK 25 TON UNDER AXLE AIR/HYD OTC #5012A replaced by 5092 12-6-20132 8 $1,020.00 $8,240.00
704 246399 1 CARQUEST AUTO PARTS INC (ANKENY) FY14/DD19: Lincoln Oil Dispenser Pump for 55 Gal Drum 8 $943.00 $7,520.00
704 247280 1 SCHABEN INDUSTRIES FY14/DT38: Tank, 6250 Vertical 102D X 191 ACE VT6250-102 or Nor6000 102Dx 182H 10 $2,953.01 $30,000.00
704 240927 1 SPRAYER SPECIALTIES INC FY13/DT38: Tank, 6250 Vertical 102D X 191 ACE VT6250-102 10 $2,989.00 $31,300.00
704 245568 1 CARQUEST AUTO PARTS INC (ANKENY) FY13| DD19: OIL DISPENSER PUMP F/55 GAL DRUM  LINCOLN 25 $940.00 $27,250.00
704 245671 4 CAMPBELL SUPPLY COMPANY FY13| DL13: Ladder, Rolling  28 $649.99 $19,600.00
Total 704 - Shop Tools & Small Equipment 382 $1,263,210.25
705 244819 2 IOWA TRANSIT INC Survey Grade Automatic Tripod 01-WDF20-O  SitePro Woodfiber Tripod 1 $81.25 $81.25
705 244819 1 IOWA TRANSIT INC Survey Grade Automatic Level 25-SP32XP  Sitepro 32xp Auto Level 1 $249.62 $249.62
705 246380 1 AMES ENGINEERING, INC FY13/EM30: Distance Meter, NU-Metrics-NS-50, Nitestar 1 $1,255.00 $1,255.00
705 239400 1 LEICA GEOSYSTEMS INC High-speed laser scanner, with survey grade accuracy, range, and field-of-view; 1 $145,179.00 $150,000.00
705 240105 1 IOWA TRANSIT INC Survey Grade Automatic Level 1 $249.62 $297.75
705 240105 2 IOWA TRANSIT INC Survey Grade Automatic Tripod 1 $81.25 $74.98
705 241876 1 TRANSIT WORKS FY13|EL18: ROTARY LASER LEVEL CST/Berger 57-ALGRD Dual Beam Lazer,  2 $1,389.00 $2,760.00
705 241063 1 WIND ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES LLC Juniper Mesa - Rugged Notepad 5 $3,196.00 $18,045.00
705 245637 1 AMES ENGINEERING, INC FY13/EM30: Distance Meter, NU-Metrics-NS-50, Nitestar 21 $1,255.00 $33,600.00
Total 705 - Engineer, Survey & Measuring Equipment 34 $206,363.60
706 244155 1 ALLSTATE TOWER INC TOWER, 300 FEET & INSTALLATION, BENTON COUNTY 0.474 $249,854.00 $118,430.80
706 244157 1 ALLSTATE TOWER INC TOWER, 300 FEET & INSTALLATION, BUCHANAN COUNTY 0.474 $254,985.00 $120,862.89
706 244158 1 ALLSTATE TOWER INC TOWER, 300 FEET & INSTALLATION, CLINTON COUNTY 0.475 $251,646.00 $119,531.85
706 244154 1 ALLSTATE TOWER INC TOWER, 180 FEET, WITH INSTALLATION, O'BRIEN COUNTY 0.806 $121,401.00 $97,849.21
706 244153 1 ALLSTATE TOWER INC TOWER, 300 FEET, WITH INSTALLATION, KOSSUTH COUNTY 0.935 $244,861.00 $228,945.04
706 244159 1 ALLSTATE TOWER INC TOWER, 300 FEET & INSTALLATION, POTT. COUNTY 0.987 $258,175.00 $254,818.73
706 244245 1 KRIZ-DAVIS CO Kriz-Davis Co. 1 $2,594.94 $2,594.94
706 244249 1 RICOH USA INC Ricoh Fax for Finance-Claims Mgmt.  Price includes delivery and installation. 1 $830.00 $830.00
706 245013 3 AVI SYSTEMS Polycom RealPresence group 700-1080p: group 700 HD Codec 1 $23,244.00 $23,244.00
706 245013 4 AVI SYSTEMS Polycom SoundStructure C16 w/Auto mic mixing and matrix mixer 1 $27,066.00 $27,066.00
705- Engineer, Survey & Measuring Equipment
706 - Copiers, Fax & Communication Equipment
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706 245013 5 AVI SYSTEMS Polycom SoundStructure C8 w/Auto mic mixing and matrix mixer 1 $3,494.00 $3,494.00
706 245255 2 H B LEISEROWITZ CO Tamrac Case for Canon SX-260HS, Roadside Devel 1 $17.60 $17.60
706 245255 3 H B LEISEROWITZ CO Sandisk Extreme SD card- 16 GB Class 10 1 $19.00 $19.00
706 245255 1 H B LEISEROWITZ CO Canon digital camera for Roadside Dev.- $70 instant rebate 1 $232.00 $232.00
706 246467 1 VISA CHARGE ACCOUNT 42" LED 1080P 60HZ HDTV or comparable model with same specfications. 3D feature 1 $449.99 $449.99
706 246801 1
NORTH COUNTRY BUSINESS 
PRODUCTS
Samsung Cash Register for MC/Permit Center 1 $695.00 $695.00
706 246626 1 BEST BUY GOV LLC TV mounting bracket that will tilt, optional swivel. price both ways that will f 1 $179.99 $100.00
706 247398 1 H B LEISEROWITZ CO Canon SX280HS Powershot Compact Digital Camera with 12.1 MP, 20X optical zoom, 4 1 $293.00 $293.00
706 247398 2 H B LEISEROWITZ CO SanDisk Extreme SD Card 32GB class 10 300X 1 $35.00 $35.00
706 247398 3 H B LEISEROWITZ CO Rechargeable battery for CanonSX280HS 1 $46.00 $46.00
706 247642 1 GRAYBAR ELECTRIC CO Ground test meter, digital, Fluke 1630 1 $1,450.00 $1,700.00
706 239557 1 CELLANTENNA CORP. Cellular Repeater Package 1 $1,601.65 $1,685.95
706 239557 2 CELLANTENNA CORP. 4 Way Combiner 1 $47.45 $49.95








High Frequency (HF) radio transceiver accessory 1 $59.95 $40.00
706 242340 1 AVERO PACKAGING CORPORATION Scrap Winder for Smipack S 560NA Shrink Wrapper 480.00 for the part 1 $555.00 $555.00
706 242469 1 B & H PHOTO-VIDEO Panasonic  HD/SD AVCHD Camcorder includes AC Adaptor, AC Cable, DC Cable, Rechar 1 $1,139.00 $1,275.00
706 242469 2 B & H PHOTO-VIDEO B+W 46mm Protector Clear lens filter. No Substitutes 1 $38.50 $45.50
706 242469 4 B & H PHOTO-VIDEO PortaBrace Shoulder Case. No substitutes 1 $339.00 $366.25
706 242469 5 B & H PHOTO-VIDEO Sandisk Ultra SDXC 64 GB Secure Digital High Capacity (SDHC)- 1 card, class 6- 2 1 $59.95 $69.50
706 242469 6 B & H PHOTO-VIDEO Sony Stereo Headphones, No substitutes 1 $49.00 $49.25
706 242469 7 B & H PHOTO-VIDEO Varizoom Ultimate 16:9 On-Camera Kit w/ VZ-TFT-7 Case, 702M Battery Kit, Shoe, S 1 $359.00 $392.50
706 242469 8 B & H PHOTO-VIDEO Panasonic  HD/SD AVCHD Camcorder includes AC Adaptor, AC Cable, DC Cable, Rechar 1 $1,139.00 $1,275.00
706 242469 9 B & H PHOTO-VIDEO B+W 46mm Protector Clear lens filter. No Substitutes 1 $38.50 $45.50
706 242469 11 B & H PHOTO-VIDEO PortaBrace Shoulder Case. No substitutes 1 $339.00 $366.25
706 242469 12 B & H PHOTO-VIDEO Sandisk Ultra SDXC 64 GB Secure Digital High Capacity (SDHC)- 1 card, class 6- 2 1 $59.95 $69.50
706 242469 13 B & H PHOTO-VIDEO Sony Stereo Headphones, No substitutes 1 $49.00 $49.25
706 242469 14 B & H PHOTO-VIDEO Varizoom Ultimate 16:9 On-Camera Kit w/ VZ-TFT-7 Case, 702M Battery Kit, Shoe, S 1 $359.00 $392.50
706 242489 1 TRANSCAT INC DET4TCR2+KIT  1 $2,695.16 $2,695.00
706 243006 1 TESSCO INCORPORATED COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM ANALYZER, GENERAL DYNAMICS 2 $26,050.00 $53,000.00
706 242469 10 B & H PHOTO-VIDEO Panasonic 7.2 V2 5400 mA Battery. No substitutes 2 $130.00 $332.00
706 242469 3 B & H PHOTO-VIDEO Panasonic 7.2 V2 5400 mA Battery. No substitutes 2 $130.00 $332.00
706 240465 1 WELLS FARGO BANK Panini Vision check endorser includes 24 mo. warranty 2 $1,042.48 $2,084.96
706 247682 1 O M J C SIGNAL INC OMJC Tip-Up-Mast (20') 2 $1,210.00 $2,420.00
706 246960 1
GENERAL DYNAMICS SATCOM 
TECHNOLOGIES INC
Betterment to Communications Analyzer 3 $2,500.00 $9,000.00
706 247045 1 SECURITY EQUIPMENT INC Camera  3 $1,203.64 $3,300.00
706 247045 2 SECURITY EQUIPMENT INC Camera  3 $344.22 $1,206.00
706 247045 3 SECURITY EQUIPMENT INC Video Combiner 3 $343.89 $915.00
706 247045 4 SECURITY EQUIPMENT INC Controller 3 $398.92 $1,062.00
706 247045 5 SECURITY EQUIPMENT INC Wall mount system for PTZ camera 3 $330.14 $879.00
706 247045 6 SECURITY EQUIPMENT INC Pole mount adaptor PTZ camera 3 $55.71 $150.00
706 247045 7 SECURITY EQUIPMENT INC Wall mount system for V1 camera 3 $40.58 $120.00
706 247045 8 SECURITY EQUIPMENT INC Pole mount adaptor V1 camera 3 $26.13 $78.00
706 247045 9 SECURITY EQUIPMENT INC Distributive Power Supply  3 $143.21 $390.00
706 247045 10 SECURITY EQUIPMENT INC Monitor: 3 $769.74 $2,400.00
706 242673 1 B & H PHOTO-VIDEO Panasonic 7.2 V2 5400 mA Battery. No substitutes 4 $130.00 $520.00
706 247202 1 ACT TRAFFIC SOLUTIONS INC PEEK ADR2000+ 8L/8W/SD(RS232) w/2GB card 4 $9,350.00 $37,400.00
706 242672 1 H B LEISEROWITZ CO Sandisk Ultra SDXC 64 GB Secure Digital High Capacity (SDHC)- 1 card, class 10- 6 $61.85 $371.10
706 241586 1 ACT TRAFFIC SOLUTIONS INC Weigh-in-Motion WIM Unit 6 $9,350.00 $56,100.00
706 246699 1 MPH INDUSTRIES INC SpeedLaser (R)  Model # Torch 9 $2,777.77 $24,999.93
706 247202 5 ACT TRAFFIC SOLUTIONS INC Peek ADR2000+ 8L/8P/SD(RS232) w/2GB card 10 $3,599.00 $35,990.00
706 240769 1 VOLTMER INC SIGN, OPEN/CLOSED, FOR SCALE SITES. 10 $7,299.00 $73,000.00
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706 247202 3 ACT TRAFFIC SOLUTIONS INC Comm cable, USB Micro-B to A for Sabre  15 $25.00 $375.00
706 241484 1 WINDSTREAM BAKER SOLUTIONS INC BCM 450 IP Trunk Authorization Code 45 $110.92 $4,991.40
706 247202 4 ACT TRAFFIC SOLUTIONS INC 110v AC adapter Charger for Sabre 90 $48.00 $4,320.00
706 247202 2 ACT TRAFFIC SOLUTIONS INC PEEK ADR Sabre 4RT w/2GB card 90 $1,078.00 $92,700.00
Total 706 - Copiers, Fax & Communication Equipment 370.151 $1,421,033.32
707 244246 14 Q-MATIC CORP Orchestra branch hub with 1745 interface 1 $1,100.00 $1,100.00
707 244021 1 RICOH USA INC Ames Testing R242-C/P/S/F- 2 TRAYS 1 $718.49 $718.49
707 243211 1 RICOH USA INC Leon Maint. Garage R242-C/P/S/F- 2 TRAYS 1 $718.49 $718.49
707 243600 1 HEWLETT-PACKARD HP Compaq LA2405WG - 24-inch LED Backlit LCD Display 1 $269.00 $269.00
707 243729 1 AVI SYSTEMS Hitachi CP-WX401N projector 1 $1,694.00 $1,694.00
707 243729 2 AVI SYSTEMS Chief universal projector mount - white 1 $150.00 $150.00
707 243729 3 AVI SYSTEMS Chief ceiling plate mount 1 $91.00 $91.00
707 243729 4 AVI SYSTEMS Chief adjustable pipe - 6" to 9" 1 $48.00 $48.00
707 243877 1 RICOH USA INC Donnellson Maint. Garage R242-C/P/S/F- 2 TRAYS 1 $718.49 $718.49
707 244457 1 RICOH USA INC Latimer Maint. Garage R242-C/P/S/F- 2 TRAYS 1 $718.49 $718.49
707 244986 1 RICOH USA INC Ricoh Color CPSF MFC w/ 4 paper trays,  LCT,  MP Staple, scanner acc option (spl 1 $8,205.00 $8,205.00
707 245013 1 AVI SYSTEMS Sharp 80" LED monitor 1 $4,270.00 $4,270.00
707 245013 2 AVI SYSTEMS Chief large monitor static mount assembly 1 $174.00 $174.00
707 245240 1 RICOH USA INC Sioux City Hamilton Maint. Garage R242-C/P/S/F- 2 TRAYS 1 $718.49 $718.49
707 245249 1 RICOH USA INC D3 Sioux City Paint Crew R242-C/P/S/F- 2 TRAYS 1 $718.49 $718.49
707 245479 1 RICOH USA INC Ottumwa Maint. Garge R242-C/P/S/F- 2 TRAYS 1 $718.49 $718.49
707 245620 1 RICOH USA INC Allison Maint. Garage R242-C/P/S/F- 2 TRAYS 1 $718.49 $718.49
707 245621 1 RICOH USA INC Anamosa Maint. Garage R242-C/P/S/F- 2 TRAYS 1 $718.49 $718.49
707 245913 1 RICOH USA INC Boone Maint. Garage R242-C/P/S/F- 2 TRAYS 1 $718.49 $718.49
707 246061 1 CDW GOVERNMENT, INC Epson Powerlite 1940W Multimedia Projector 1 $1,265.00 $1,265.00
707 246061 2 CDW GOVERNMENT, INC Epson universal projector ceiling mount 1 $80.00 $80.00
707 246061 3 CDW GOVERNMENT, INC Epson Advanced projector ceiling mount 1 $130.00 $130.00
707 246061 4 CDW GOVERNMENT, INC Epson Adjustable extension column (pipe) 1 $50.00 $50.00
707 246061 5 CDW GOVERNMENT, INC Sharp 80" LCD TV 1 $4,296.00 $4,296.00
707 246061 6 CDW GOVERNMENT, INC Chief XSMU Micro-adjustable fixed wall mount - 250lb, Black 1 $176.25 $176.25
707 246472 1 RICOH USA INC Grinnell EB Rest Area R242-C/P/S/F- 2 TRAYS PRICE INCLUDES SURGE PROTECTOR & DEL 1 $718.49 $718.49
707 246473 1 RICOH USA INC Mt Pleasant Maint Garage R242-C/P/S/F- 2 TRAYS PRICE INCLUDES SURGE PROTECTOR & 1 $718.49 $718.49
707 246827 1 RICOH USA INC Vehicle Services  Ricoh Color  C/P/S   w/ 4 paper trays, MP Staple, 3 hole punch 1 $6,767.00 $6,767.00
707 246835 1 RICOH USA INC Motor Carrier Services  Ricoh Color  C/P/S/F   w/ 4 paper trays, MP Staple, 3 ho 1 $7,089.00 $7,089.00
707 247139 1 RICOH USA INC Vehicle Services  Ricoh B/W  C/P/S/F  w/2 paper trays,  surge protector, postscr 1 $1,184.00 $1,184.00
707 247140 1 RICOH USA INC MC/IFTA  Ricoh B/W  C/P/S/F  w/2 paper trays,  surge protector, postscript drive 1 $1,337.00 $1,337.00








Power Brick for G-TAP A Series (AC to DC transformer) 1 $60.00 $60.00
707 247207 1 HEWLETT-PACKARD HP LA2006x 20" Widescreen LCD Display 1 $150.00 $150.00
707 247520 1 RICOH USA INC Charles City Maint Garage R242-C/P/S/F- 2 TRAYS PRICE INCLUDES SURGE PROTECTOR & 1 $718.49 $718.49
707 247594 1 EMBARKIT INC EVGA - GEForce GT 520 PCIe 2.0 x16 1GB DDR3 SDRAM 1 $51.50 $51.50
707 247790 1 RICOH USA INC Denision Maint Garage R242-C/P/S/F- 2 TRAYS PRICE INCLUDES SURGE PROTECTOR & DEL 1 $718.49 $718.49
707 239861 2 POMEROY COMPUTER RESOURCES Matrox - Graphics adapter, 1 $545.00 $580.00
707 240057 1 HEWLETT-PACKARD HP Compaq LA2405x - 24-inch LED Backlit LCD Monitor 1 $269.00 $269.00
707 240524 1 HEWLETT-PACKARD HP LA2006x 20" Widescreen LCD Display 1 $150.00 $150.00
707 240525 1 EMBARKIT INC EVGA - GEForce GT 520 PCIe 2.0 x16 1GB DDR3 SDRAM 1 $49.00 $49.00
707 240720 1 RICOH USA INC Grinnell Maint. Garage R242-C/P/S/F- 2 TRAYS 1 $718.49 $718.49
707 240723 1 RICOH USA INC Distribution Center- warehouse  R242-C/P/S/F- 2 TRAYS 1 $718.49 $718.49
707 241108 2 VAISALA, INC. Vaisala SSI RWS - RWS110 (110VAC) 1 $8,023.00 $8,023.00
707 241108 3 VAISALA, INC. Industrial Ethernet Real-Time 5-Port Swithc 1 $474.00 $474.00
707 241108 4 VAISALA, INC. Wavetronix Smart Sensor 1 $7,875.00 $7,875.00
707 241108 5 VAISALA, INC. Roadway Fold-Over 30' Tower Kit - MF-1330 1 $3,750.00 $3,750.00
707 to 711 - Computers & Related Equipment
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707 241108 6 VAISALA, INC. Padlock 1 $19.50 $19.50
707 241108 7 VAISALA, INC. Tower grounding kit, RPU 1 $277.82 $277.82
707 241108 8 VAISALA, INC. Ultrasonic Wind Sensor Kit, Standard, Heated 1 $3,190.00 $3,190.00
707 241108 9 VAISALA, INC. WMT702 LX-RPU NA Accessory Kit 1 $333.44 $333.44
707 241108 10 VAISALA, INC. PTZ Color Camera Kit 1 $6,504.75 $6,504.75
707 241108 11 VAISALA, INC. Vaisala SSI Passive Pavement Sensor FP2000 150' Grey #3 Kit 1 $3,313.00 $3,313.00
707 241108 12 VAISALA, INC. Vaisala SSI Passive Pavement Sensor FP2000 300' Grey #3 Kit 1 $3,359.00 $3,359.00
707 241108 13 VAISALA, INC. Vaisala Subsurface Temperature Probe w/150' D Kit 1 $1,072.00 $1,072.00
707 241108 14 VAISALA, INC. Commissioning / Site Acceptance 1 $3,750.00 $3,750.00
707 241109 2 VAISALA, INC. Vaisala SSI RWS - RWS110 (110VAC) 1 $8,023.00 $8,023.00
707 241109 3 VAISALA, INC. Industrial Ethernet Real-Time 5-Port Swithc 1 $474.00 $474.00
707 241109 4 VAISALA, INC. Wavetronix Smart Sensor 1 $7,875.00 $7,875.00
707 241109 5 VAISALA, INC. Roadway Fold-Over 30' Tower Kit - MF-1330 1 $3,750.00 $3,750.00
707 241109 6 VAISALA, INC. Padlock 1 $19.50 $19.50
707 241109 7 VAISALA, INC. Tower grounding kit, RPU 1 $277.82 $277.82
707 241191 2 VAISALA, INC. Wind Sensors 1 $3,190.00 $3,190.00
707 241191 3 VAISALA, INC. WMT702 LX-RPU NA Accessory Kit 1 $333.44 $333.44
707 241191 4 VAISALA, INC. PTZ Color Camera Kit 1 $6,504.75 $6,504.75
707 241191 5 VAISALA, INC. Sensor Mount Kit, Lattice Tower 1 $188.92 $188.92
707 241191 7 VAISALA, INC. Vaisala Subsurface Temperature Probe w/300' D Kit 1 $1,164.00 $1,164.00
707 241191 8 VAISALA, INC. Commissioning / Site Acceptance 1 $5,475.00 $5,475.00
707 241193 2 HEWLETT-PACKARD HP LA2006x 20-inch - Widescreen LCD Display 1 $150.00 $150.00
707 241271 1 RICOH USA INC Clarion Maint. Garage R242-C/P/S/F- 2 TRAYS 1 $718.49 $718.49
707 241395 2 HEWLETT-PACKARD HP LA2006x 20" Widescreen LCD Display 1 $150.00 $150.00
707 241646 1 RICOH USA INC Ricoh Color CPSF MFC w/ 4 paper trays, LCIT, MP Staple, envelope attachment, sur 1 $7,450.00 $7,450.00
707 241647 1 RICOH USA INC Ricoh B/W  CPSF MFC w/4 paper trays, MP Staple, surge protector, postscript driv 1 $5,959.00 $5,959.00
707 241648 1 RICOH USA INC Ricoh Color CPSF MFC w/ 4 paper trays,  3 hole punch, MP Staple, surge protector 1 $7,089.00 $7,089.00
707 241649 1 RICOH USA INC Ricoh Color CPSF MFC w/ 4 paper trays,  3 hole punch, MP Staple, surge protector 1 $7,089.00 $6,868.00
707 241650 1 RICOH USA INC Ricoh B/W  CPS MFC w/4 paper trays, MP Staple, surge protector, postscript drive 1 $5,434.00 $5,434.00
707 241650 2 RICOH USA INC Ricoh B/W  CPSF MFC w/4 paper trays, 3 hole punch, MP Staple, surge protector, p 1 $6,180.00 $6,180.00
707 241650 3 RICOH USA INC Ricoh B/W  CPSF MFC w/4 paper trays, MP Staple, surge protector, postscript driv 1 $5,959.00 $5,959.00
707 241651 1 RICOH USA INC Ricoh B/W  CPSF MFC w/4 paper trays, MP Staple, surge protector, postscript driv 1 $5,959.00 $5,959.00
707 241652 1 RICOH USA INC Ricoh B/W  CPSF MFC w/4 paper trays, MP Staple, surge protector, postscript driv 1 $5,959.00 $5,959.00
707 241653 1 RICOH USA INC Ricoh B/W  CPSF MFC w/4 paper trays, MP Staple, surge protector, postscript driv 1 $5,959.00 $5,959.00
707 241654 1 RICOH USA INC Ricoh B/W  CPSF MFC w/4 paper trays, MP Staple, surge protector, postscript driv 1 $5,959.00 $5,959.00
707 241655 1 RICOH USA INC Ricoh B/W  CPSF MFC w/4 paper trays, MP Staple, surge protector, postscript driv 1 $5,959.00 $5,959.00
707 241547 1 EMBARKIT INC EVGA - GEForce GT 520 PCIe 2.0 x16 1GB DDR3 SDRAM 1 $49.00 $49.00
707 241551 1 RICOH USA INC Ricoh Color CPSF MFC w/ 4 paper trays,  MP Staple, surge protector, postscript d 1 $6,868.00 $6,868.00
707 241552 1 RICOH USA INC Ricoh Color CPSF MFC w/ 4 paper trays, LCIT, 3 hole punch, MP Staple, envelope a 1 $7,671.00 $7,671.00
707 241946 1 RICOH USA INC Clarion Maint. Garage R242-C/P/S/F- 2 TRAYS 1 $718.49 $718.49
707 242215 1 RICOH USA INC 3 hole punch for Ricoh MPC4502 1 $221.00 $221.00
707 242108 1 RICOH USA INC 2nd paper tray feed kit unit only for R242 for Atlantic Maint 1 $139.00 $139.00
707 242159 1 RICOH USA INC 2nd paper tray feed kit unit only for R242 for Atlantic Maint 1 $139.00 $139.00
707 242326 1 RICOH USA INC Fort Dodge Maint. Garage R242-C/P/S/F- 2 TRAYS 1 $718.49 $718.49
707 242497 1 EMBARKIT INC NEC Multisync V422 - 42" LCD flat panel display 1 $818.00 $818.00
707 242498 1 HEWLETT-PACKARD HP Compaq LA2405WG - 24-inch LED Backlit LCD Display 1 $269.00 $269.00
707 242498 3 HEWLETT-PACKARD HP Compaq LA2206x 21.5-inch WLED Backlit LCD Monitor 1 $155.00 $155.00
707 242312 2 MORPHOTRUST USA INC Camera/backdrop Tower hardware 125 $4,000.00 $500,000.00
707 242312 11 MORPHOTRUST USA INC Bio-logon device hardware, Fingerprint reader 163 $150.00 $24,450.00
707 246876 3
OPTION TECHNOLOGIES INTERACTIVE 
LLC
OptionFinder G3 Wireless keypad WRS7200W 250 $74.07 $18,517.50
707 242312 10 MORPHOTRUST USA INC Bio-logon device hardware, Fingerprint reader 262 $150.00 $39,300.00
707 242311 2 HEWLETT-PACKARD HP Compaq LA2206x 21.5" WLED backlit LCD monitor 425 $155.00 $40,610.00
707 242311 2 HEWLETT-PACKARD HP Compaq LA2206x 21.5" WLED backlit LCD monitor 425 $155.00 $25,265.00
707 242702 1 RICOH USA INC Ames Whse Receiving General. Garage R242-C/P/S/F- 2 TRAYS 1 $718.49 $718.49
707 242703 1 RICOH USA INC Decorah Maint. Garage R242- C/P/S/F - 2 trays. Price includes surge protector & 1 $718.49 $718.49
707 242704 1 RICOH USA INC Malcom Maint. Garage R242-C/P/S/F- 2 TRAYS 1 $718.49 $718.49
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707 242705 1 HEWLETT-PACKARD HP Compaq LA2206x 21.5-inch WLED Backlit LCD Monitor 1 $155.00 $155.00
707 242376 1 HEWLETT-PACKARD HP LA2006x 20" Widescreen LCD Display 2 $150.00 $300.00
707 241191 6 VAISALA, INC. Vaisala SSI Passive Pavement Sensor FP2000 300' Grey #3 Kit 2 $3,359.00 $6,718.00
707 241109 8 VAISALA, INC. Air Temp / Humidity Sensors 2 $1,273.00 $2,546.00
707 241191 1 VAISALA, INC. Radiation Shield 2 $460.00 $920.00
707 247544 1 HEWLETT-PACKARD HP Compaq LA2206x - 21.5-inch LED Backlit LCD Display 2 $185.00 $370.00
707 247188 4 MANAGEMENT COMMUNICATION Rack Mount Tray, 3-bay G-TAP A Series 2 $211.20 $422.40
707 246020 1 HEWLETT-PACKARD HP Compaq LA2405x - 24-inch LED Backlit LCD Display 2 $269.00 $538.00
707 245476 2 EMBARKIT INC NEC Single Board Computer - Win7 Pro embedded, dual-core Atom processor for V422 2 $650.00 $1,300.00
707 245357 1 HEWLETT-PACKARD HP Compaq LA2405x - 24-inch LED Backlit LCD Display 2 $269.00 $538.00
707 245016 1 HEWLETT-PACKARD HP Compaq LA2405x - 24-inch LED Backlit LCD Display 2 $269.00 $538.00
707 244774 1 WINDSTREAM BAKER SOLUTIONS INC SRX240H 1GB FL W/PS. 2 $1,290.35 $2,580.70
707 245476 3 EMBARKIT INC Peerless Articulating wall arm mount - black 3 $262.00 $786.00
707 245476 1 EMBARKIT INC NEC Multiync V422-PC 3 $1,415.00 $4,245.00
707 246876 2 OPTION TECHNOLOGIES INTERACTIVE OptionFinder G3 Receiver, USB 3 $677.06 $2,031.18
707 239861 1 POMEROY COMPUTER RESOURCES NEC Multisync V422 - 42" LCD flat panel display 4 $793.00 $3,272.00
707 247188 3 MANAGEMENT COMMUNICATION G-TAP A Series, Always On copper TAP, AC Power. 4 $1,315.60 $5,262.40
707 246876 4 OPTION TECHNOLOGIES INTERACTIVE Black hard resin #2720 case w/wheels & handle,  4 $389.50 $1,558.00
707 247975 1 EMBARKIT INC HP Compaq LA2405x - 24-inch LED Backlit LCD Display 4 $269.00 $1,076.00
707 243790 1 CDW GOVERNMENT, INC Aruba Instant IAP-105 - wireless access point 5 $485.00 $2,749.95
707 245017 2 HEWLETT-PACKARD HP LA2206x 22-inch - Widescreen LCD Display 7 $155.00 $1,085.00
707 246833 1 HEWLETT-PACKARD HP Compaq LA2405x - 24-inch LED Backlit LCD Display 8 $235.00 $1,880.00
707 246795 3 HEWLETT-PACKARD HP Compaq LA2405x - 24-inch LED Backlit LCD Display 10 $235.00 $2,690.00
707 242498 4 HEWLETT-PACKARD HP Compaq LA2206x 21.5-inch WLED Backlit LCD Monitor 10 $155.00 $1,550.00
707 241730 1 BAYCOM INC Panasonic Android ToughPad 10 $1,240.00 $12,400.00
707 247188 2 MANAGEMENT COMMUNICATION 1 Gig SFP, Copper, UTP with RJ-45 interface. 12 $171.60 $2,059.20
707 245015 1 HEWLETT-PACKARD HP LA2206x 22-inch - Widescreen LCD Display 20 $155.00 $3,100.00
707 237758 19 Q-MATIC CORP Orchestra Branch Hub 20 $1,100.00 $22,000.00
707 242312 1 MORPHOTRUST USA INC Camera/backdrop Tower hardware 41 $4,000.00 $164,000.00
707 246428 1 HEWLETT-PACKARD HP Elite Display E221 Monitor 100 $185.00 $18,500.00
708 243473 1 HEWLETT-PACKARD HP EliteBook 8770w Mobile Workstation 1 $2,499.00 $2,499.00
708 243728 1 HEWLETT-PACKARD HP Spectre XT Pro Ultrabook 13 1 $1,099.00 $1,099.00
708 243728 2 HEWLETT-PACKARD HP 3 year Next business day Onsite Notebook Only Hardware Service 1 $175.20 $175.20
708 243728 3 HEWLETT-PACKARD HDMI to VGA Adapter 1 $39.69 $39.69
708 244272 8 APPLE INC Logitech ultrathin keyboard cover for iPad - Black 1 $99.95 $99.95
708 244272 3 APPLE INC iPad 2 with Wi-Fi 16GB - Black 1 $399.00 $399.00
708 244272 4 APPLE INC iPad with Retina display Wi-Fi 16GB - Black 1 $499.00 $499.00
708 244809 1 APPLE INC iPad 2 with Wi-Fi + 3G for Verizon 16GB - Black 1 $529.00 $529.00
708 244809 2 APPLE INC Apple 30-pin to VGA Adapter 1 $29.00 $29.00
708 245014 4 HEWLETT-PACKARD HP 3005pr USB 3.0 Port Replicator 1 $149.00 $149.00
708 245111 1 APPLE INC iPad with Retina display Wi-Fi 64GB - Black 1 $699.00 $699.00
708 245111 2 APPLE INC Lightning to VGA adapter 1 $49.00 $49.00
708 245111 3 APPLE INC iPad Smart Cover - Polyurethane 1 $39.00 $39.00
708 246235 2 EMBARKIT INC Asus Mobile Dock - Docking - Gray - Docking PortTouchPad - 1 $132.00 $132.00
708 246410 1 MOBILEDEMAND LLC Mobile Demand T1200 xTablet 1 $3,160.50 $3,160.50
708 246410 2 MOBILEDEMAND LLC 128GB mSata solid state drive 1 $253.70 $253.70
708 246410 4 MOBILEDEMAND LLC WWAN upgrade kit 1 $47.30 $47.30
708 246838 1 HEWLETT-PACKARD HP EliteBook 8770w Mobile Workstation 1 $2,467.08 $2,467.08
708 246838 2 HEWLETT-PACKARD HP 230W Docking Station 1 $174.00 $174.00
708 239587 1 APPLE INC iPad 2 with Wi-Fi + 3G for Verizon 16GB - Black 1 $529.00 $529.00
708 240458 1 BAYCOM INC Panasonic Toughbook H2 tablet 1 $3,545.00 $3,545.00
708 240458 2 BAYCOM INC Panasonic Desktop cradle w/2-bay battery charger 1 $262.00 $262.00
708 240458 4 BAYCOM INC Panasonic Toughmate Always-On sleeve for H2 1 $65.00 $65.00
708 240458 5 BAYCOM INC Panasonic Toughmate User Harness 1 $29.00 $29.00
708 241193 1 HEWLETT-PACKARD HP 90W Docking Station 1 $86.00 $86.00
708 241643 1 HEWLETT-PACKARD HP Z820 Workstation LJ452AV 1 $4,711.00 $4,711.00
708 242496 1 POMEROY COMPUTER RESOURCES Motion Computing J3500 tablet PC 1 $2,467.00 $2,467.00
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708 242496 2 POMEROY COMPUTER RESOURCES Motion J-Series FlexDock docking station w/battery charging bay 1 $250.00 $250.00
708 242496 3 POMEROY COMPUTER RESOURCES J-Series Bump case 1 $134.00 $134.00
708 247456 3 CDW GOVERNMENT, INC Targus Case 120 $26.96 $3,720.00
708 247456 4 CDW GOVERNMENT, INC Otter Box Defender Case For Ipad (Black) 120 $54.63 $8,280.00
708 241470 1 EMBARKIT INC ZOTAC AMP! ZT-60102-10P 121 $499.00 $3,000.00
708 241470 1 EMBARKIT INC ZOTAC AMP! ZT-60102-10P 121 $499.00 $1,000.00
708 241470 1 EMBARKIT INC ZOTAC AMP! ZT-60102-10P 121 $499.00 $7,000.00
708 241470 1 EMBARKIT INC ZOTAC AMP! ZT-60102-10P 121 $499.00 $29,500.00
708 241470 1 EMBARKIT INC ZOTAC AMP! ZT-60102-10P 121 $499.00 $5,500.00
708 241470 1 EMBARKIT INC ZOTAC AMP! ZT-60102-10P 121 $499.00 $1,500.00
708 241470 1 EMBARKIT INC ZOTAC AMP! ZT-60102-10P 121 $499.00 $6,500.00
708 241470 1 EMBARKIT INC ZOTAC AMP! ZT-60102-10P 121 $499.00 $6,500.00
708 247456 1 CDW GOVERNMENT, INC Ipad with Retina Display , 16GB, Wi-Fi + Cellular (Verizon) 131 $596.78 $72,120.00
708 247456 1 CDW GOVERNMENT, INC Ipad with Retina Display , 16GB, Wi-Fi + Cellular (Verizon) 131 $596.78 $3,606.00
708 247456 1 CDW GOVERNMENT, INC Ipad with Retina Display , 16GB, Wi-Fi + Cellular (Verizon) 131 $596.78 $1,803.00
708 247456 1 CDW GOVERNMENT, INC Ipad with Retina Display , 16GB, Wi-Fi + Cellular (Verizon) 131 $596.78 $1,202.00
708 243598 1 HEWLETT-PACKARD HP Compaq 6300 Pro Desktop PC  150 $629.00 $94,800.00
708 243135 3 HEWLETT-PACKARD HP 90W Smart AC/Auto/Air Combo Adptr A/P 179 $70.00 $70.00
708 243135 3 HEWLETT-PACKARD HP 90W Smart AC/Auto/Air Combo Adptr A/P 179 $70.00 $6,300.00
708 243135 3 HEWLETT-PACKARD HP 90W Smart AC/Auto/Air Combo Adptr A/P 179 $70.00 $4,550.00
708 243135 3 HEWLETT-PACKARD HP 90W Smart AC/Auto/Air Combo Adptr A/P 179 $70.00 $350.00
708 243135 3 HEWLETT-PACKARD HP 90W Smart AC/Auto/Air Combo Adptr A/P 179 $70.00 $119.00
708 243135 3 HEWLETT-PACKARD HP 90W Smart AC/Auto/Air Combo Adptr A/P 179 $70.00 $1,428.00
708 243135 3 HEWLETT-PACKARD HP 90W Smart AC/Auto/Air Combo Adptr A/P 179 $70.00 $350.00
708 243135 1 HEWLETT-PACKARD HP ProBook 6570b Notebook 198 $884.00 $4,420.00
708 243135 1 HEWLETT-PACKARD HP ProBook 6570b Notebook 198 $884.00 $57,460.00
708 243135 1 HEWLETT-PACKARD HP ProBook 6570b Notebook 198 $884.00 $4,420.00
708 243135 1 HEWLETT-PACKARD HP ProBook 6570b Notebook 198 $884.00 $884.00
708 243135 1 HEWLETT-PACKARD HP ProBook 6570b Notebook 198 $884.00 $3,536.00
708 243135 1 HEWLETT-PACKARD HP ProBook 6570b Notebook 198 $884.00 $12,376.00
708 243135 1 HEWLETT-PACKARD HP ProBook 6570b Notebook 198 $884.00 $11,492.00
708 243135 1 HEWLETT-PACKARD HP ProBook 6570b Notebook 198 $884.00 $884.00
708 243135 1 HEWLETT-PACKARD HP ProBook 6570b Notebook 198 $884.00 $79,560.00
708 240657 7 LOCATION TECHNOLOGIES INC Temp Sensor Kit 221 $615.00 $135,915.00
708 240657 8 LOCATION TECHNOLOGIES INC VGA Monitor 221 $345.00 $76,245.00
708 240657 9 LOCATION TECHNOLOGIES INC WebMap Pworks, Route Options (12mos) 221 $40.20 $8,884.20
708 240657 1 LOCATION TECHNOLOGIES INC LT6-Only CDMA Modem Configuration 221 $155.00 $34,255.00
708 240657 2 LOCATION TECHNOLOGIES INC LT6 GPS/AVL Modem 221 $530.00 $117,130.00
708 240657 3 LOCATION TECHNOLOGIES INC Dual Band GPS/CDMA Antenna 221 $55.00 $12,155.00
708 240657 4 LOCATION TECHNOLOGIES INC Vehicle Bus Interface - Heavy Duty 221 $325.00 $71,825.00
708 240657 5 LOCATION TECHNOLOGIES INC Interface Cable -Spreader Control 221 $24.50 $5,414.50
708 242311 1 HEWLETT-PACKARD HP Compaq Pro 6300 Desktop PC - Small Form Factor 425 $494.76 $180,518.00
708 242311 1 HEWLETT-PACKARD HP Compaq Pro 6300 Desktop PC - Small Form Factor 425 $494.76 $112,307.00
708 240657 6 LOCATION TECHNOLOGIES INC Plow Blade Sensor 663 $22.00 $14,586.00
708 242499 1 HEWLETT-PACKARD HP EliteBook 8570W Mobile workstation 1 $1,351.85 $1,349.00
708 243135 5 HEWLETT-PACKARD HP 230W Docking Station 1 $174.00 $174.00
708 242498 2 HEWLETT-PACKARD HP 90W Docking Station 2 $86.00 $172.00
708 240458 3 BAYCOM INC Panasonic L-Ion battery pack for H2 2 $83.00 $166.00
708 247544 2 HEWLETT-PACKARD HP Compaq 6300 Pro Desktop PC  2 $632.00 $1,264.00
708 246410 3 MOBILEDEMAND LLC T1200 Tablet battery 2 $129.00 $258.00
708 245622 1 EMBARKIT INC Toshiba Dynadock docking station 2 $166.00 $332.00
708 245588 1 HEWLETT-PACKARD HP Spectre XT Pro Ultrabook 13 2 $1,099.00 $2,198.00
708 245588 2 HEWLETT-PACKARD HP 3 year Next business day Onsite Notebook Only Hardware Service 2 $175.20 $350.40
708 245588 3 HEWLETT-PACKARD HDMI to VGA Adapter 2 $39.69 $79.38
708 245014 1 HEWLETT-PACKARD HP Spectre XT Pro Ultrabook 13 2 $1,099.00 $2,198.00
708 245014 2 HEWLETT-PACKARD HP 3 year Next business day Onsite Notebook Only Hardware Service 2 $175.20 $350.40
708 245014 3 HEWLETT-PACKARD HDMI to VGA Adapter 2 $39.69 $79.38
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708 244272 6 APPLE INC MacBook Pro 2 $1,099.00 $2,398.00
708 244272 5 APPLE INC iPad mini with Wi-Fi 16GB - Black & Slate 2 $329.00 $658.00
708 244272 7 APPLE INC Mini DisplayPort to VGA adapter for MacBook 2 $29.00 $58.00
708 244272 1 APPLE INC iPad 2 with Wi-Fi + 3G for Verizon 16GB - Black 2 $529.00 $1,058.00
708 244272 2 APPLE INC Apple 30-pin to VGA Adapter 3 $29.00 $87.00
708 244001 1 BAYCOM INC Brother PocketJet 6 Plus with bluetooth (300 dpi) kit 3 $460.50 $1,381.50
708 244272 9 APPLE INC Lightning to VGA adapter 3 $49.00 $147.00
708 246235 4 EMBARKIT INC GreatShield Ultra Smooth Clear Screen Protector Film for Asus Transformer Pad In 3 $20.50 $61.50
708 241556 1 HEWLETT-PACKARD HP ProBook 6570b Notebook PC 4 $885.00 $3,540.00
708 239587 2 APPLE INC iPad 2 with Wi-Fi + 3G for Verizon 16GB - Black 4 $529.00 $2,116.00
708 245010 1 POMEROY COMPUTER RESOURCES Asus Eee Pad TF700T-C1-GR 10.1" 64 GB Tablet - Wi-Fi - 4 $545.00 $2,396.00
708 245010 2 POMEROY COMPUTER RESOURCES Asus Mobile Dock - Docking - Gray - Docking PortTouchPad - 4 $118.00 $432.00
708 243649 1 AVERY DENNISON Monarch Ultra Silver printer w/scanner 5 $1,529.00 $7,645.00
708 247604 1 AVERY DENNISON Monarch Ultra Silver printer/scanner 5 $1,529.00 $7,645.00
708 242512 1 APPLE INC iPad 2 with Wi-Fi + 3G for Verizon 16GB - Black 5 $529.00 $2,645.00
708 242512 2 APPLE INC Apple 30-pin to VGA Adapter 5 $29.00 $145.00
708 241686 1 HEWLETT-PACKARD HP Compaq 6300 Pro Desktop PC - Small Form Factor 6 $690.02 $690.02
708 241686 1 HEWLETT-PACKARD HP Compaq 6300 Pro Desktop PC - Small Form Factor 6 $690.02 $3,450.10
708 245017 1 HEWLETT-PACKARD HP 90W Docking Station 6 $86.00 $516.00
708 246235 1 EMBARKIT INC Asus Eee Pad TF700T-C1-GR 10.1" 64 GB Tablet - Wi-Fi - 6 $599.00 $3,594.00
708 246235 3 EMBARKIT INC Bobj Heavy Duty Case for ASUS Transformer Infinity TF700-BobjGear protective cov 6 $43.85 $263.10
708 246795 2 HEWLETT-PACKARD HP 90W Docking Station 6 $86.00 $516.00
708 246795 1 HEWLETT-PACKARD HP ProBook 6570b Notebook 6 $826.34 $5,304.00
708 246800 1 AGILYSYS INC VERIFONE MX830, Touch, Sig Cap, Ethernet 6 $380.00 $2,280.00
708 246800 4 AGILYSYS INC Power Pack, 120V A, 12VDC, 1A 6 $7.00 $42.00
708 246800 5 AGILYSYS INC Cable, Blue MX8XX Ethernet, USB-Device 2M 6 $24.00 $144.00
708 246800 6 AGILYSYS INC Quick Release Swivel Pivot Mount w/Glue Pad System 6 $60.00 $360.00
708 240216 1 BAYCOM INC Brother PocketJet 6 Plus with bluetooth (300 dpi) 10 $375.00 $3,750.00
708 240216 2 BAYCOM INC PocketJet 6 NiMH battery 10 $37.00 $370.00
708 246446 7 AGILYSYS INC Glue Pad Kit 12 $6.25 $75.00
708 243135 4 HEWLETT-PACKARD HP EliteBook 8570P Mobile workstation 13 $869.00 $869.00
708 243135 4 HEWLETT-PACKARD HP EliteBook 8570P Mobile workstation 13 $869.00 $10,428.00
708 242294 1 APPLE INC iPad 2 with Wi-Fi + 3G for Verizon 16GB - Black 14 $529.00 $7,406.00
708 243599 1 EMBARKIT INC EVGA GeForce GT520 graphics card 25 $51.50 $1,287.50
708 241951 1 HEWLETT-PACKARD HP ProBook 6570b Notebook 26 $884.00 $22,984.00
708 241951 2 HEWLETT-PACKARD HP 90W Docking Station 26 $86.00 $2,236.00
708 241951 3 HEWLETT-PACKARD HP 90W Smart AC/Auto/Air Combo Adptr A/P 26 $70.00 $1,820.00
708 241393 1 L-TRON CORPORATION Motorola DS9208-DL hands-free presentation scanner/imager 29 $248.56 $2,734.16
708 241393 1 L-TRON CORPORATION Motorola DS9208-DL hands-free presentation scanner/imager 29 $248.56 $4,474.08
708 241393 2 L-TRON CORPORATION USB Interface cable, 7', straight 29 $20.06 $220.66
708 241393 2 L-TRON CORPORATION USB Interface cable, 7', straight 29 $20.06 $361.08
708 247582 1 VISA CHARGE ACCOUNT GreatShield anti-glare screen protector for IPAD, matte Finish (3 pack)  order # 45 $8.95 $899.55
708 241448 1 HEWLETT-PACKARD HP Z620 Microsoft® Windows® Workstation LJ450AV 48 $2,011.79 $26,153.27
708 241448 1 HEWLETT-PACKARD HP Z620 Microsoft® Windows® Workstation LJ450AV 48 $2,011.79 $26,153.27
708 241448 1 HEWLETT-PACKARD HP Z620 Microsoft® Windows® Workstation LJ450AV 48 $2,011.79 $12,070.74
708 241448 1 HEWLETT-PACKARD HP Z620 Microsoft® Windows® Workstation LJ450AV 48 $2,011.79 $4,023.58
708 241448 1 HEWLETT-PACKARD HP Z620 Microsoft® Windows® Workstation LJ450AV 48 $2,011.79 $28,165.06
708 241395 1 HEWLETT-PACKARD HP Z620 Microsoft® Windows® Workstation LJ450AV 73 $2,011.79 $118,695.61
708 241395 1 HEWLETT-PACKARD HP Z620 Microsoft® Windows® Workstation LJ450AV 73 $2,011.79 $22,129.69
708 241395 1 HEWLETT-PACKARD HP Z620 Microsoft® Windows® Workstation LJ450AV 73 $2,011.79 $6,035.37
708 246446 1 AGILYSYS INC VERIFONE MX830, Touch, Sig Cap, Ethernet 77 $380.00 $29,260.00
708 246446 4 AGILYSYS INC Power Pack, 120V A, 12VDC, 1A 77 $7.00 $539.00
708 246446 5 AGILYSYS INC Cable, Blue MX8XX Ethernet, USB-Device 2M 77 $24.00 $1,848.00
708 246446 6 AGILYSYS INC Quick Release Swivel Pivot Mount w/Glue Pad System 77 $60.00 $4,620.00
708 243135 2 HEWLETT-PACKARD HP 90W Docking Station 114 $86.00 $1,032.00
708 243135 2 HEWLETT-PACKARD HP 90W Docking Station 114 $86.00 $430.00
708 243135 2 HEWLETT-PACKARD HP 90W Docking Station 114 $86.00 $86.00
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708 243135 2 HEWLETT-PACKARD HP 90W Docking Station 114 $86.00 $7,740.00
708 243135 2 HEWLETT-PACKARD HP 90W Docking Station 114 $86.00 $430.00
708 243135 2 HEWLETT-PACKARD HP 90W Docking Station 114 $86.00 $86.00
708 247598 1 CLAMCASE LLC ClamCase Pro for Ipad 120 $109.00 $13,080.00
708 247611 1 VISA CHARGE ACCOUNT Dual-port USB car Charger for IPAD 120 $4.79 $574.80
708 247456 2 CDW GOVERNMENT, INC Otter Box Utility Latch 120 $20.56 $3,720.00
709 245478 1 L-3 COMMUNICATIONS MOBILE-
 
Server, Tower, 3TB RAID 6 DASD, 12 Core Xeon  1 $7,534.00 $7,543.00
709 245478 2 L-3 COMMUNICATIONS MOBILE-
 
Server, Rack, 3TB RAID 6 DASD, 12 Core Xeon  1 $7,534.00 $7,543.00
709 245478 3 L-3 COMMUNICATIONS MOBILE-
 
Server, Rack, 3TB RAID 6 DASD, 12 Core Xeon  1 $7,534.00 $7,543.00
709 245478 4 L-3 COMMUNICATIONS MOBILE-
 
This is configuration of servers. 1 $5,900.00 $5,900.00
709 241554 1 WINDSTREAM BAKER SOLUTIONS INC DL360G7 Server 2CPU MID3 1 $7,047.00 $7,047.00
709 241554 2 WINDSTREAM BAKER SOLUTIONS INC DB9F to DB9F Serial Cable Null 1 $37.13 $37.13
709 242327 30 SIRIUS COMPUTER SOLUTIONS INC IBM Storwize V7000 Disk Control Enclosure 1 $20,300.00 $20,300.00
709 242327 33 SIRIUS COMPUTER SOLUTIONS INC IBM 10GbE Optical SW SFP 2 pairs 1 $539.40 $539.40
709 242327 44 SIRIUS COMPUTER SOLUTIONS INC 5 Year, 24x7 Hardware Maintenance 1 $39,803.00 $39,803.00
709 242327 45 SIRIUS COMPUTER SOLUTIONS INC IBM Storwize V7000 Disk Expansion Enclosure 1 $3,074.00 $3,074.00
709 242327 48 SIRIUS COMPUTER SOLUTIONS INC IBM Storwize V7000 Software 4Yr SW Registration Per Storage Device SWMA 4 Year R 1 $6,264.00 $6,264.00
709 242327 49 SIRIUS COMPUTER SOLUTIONS INC IBM Storwize V7000 Software V6 Per Storage Device with 1 Year SW 1 $10,440.00 $10,440.00
709 242327 56 SIRIUS COMPUTER SOLUTIONS INC 5 Year, 24x7 Hardware Maintenance 1 $8,633.83 $8,633.83
709 242742 10 POMEROY COMPUTER RESOURCES Premium hardware support-warr upg(ANDL) 1 $20,950.00 $20,950.00
709 242742 11 POMEROY COMPUTER RESOURCES Premium hardware support-warr upg(ANDL) 1 $20,950.00 $20,950.00
709 242752 1 SIRIUS COMPUTER SOLUTIONS INC IBM zEnterprise z114: C01 8GB of memory 1 $138,050.00 $138,050.00
709 243207 1 DATA POWER TECHNOLOGY CORP. one 50' and one 80' power whip for the mainframe 1 $1,395.00 $1,395.00
709 243207 2 DATA POWER TECHNOLOGY CORP. power whip installation by vendor as scheduled 1 $390.00 $390.00
709 242327 52 SIRIUS COMPUTER SOLUTIONS INC Ethernet Cable 9ft CAT 5E 2 $35.00 $70.00
709 242327 50 SIRIUS COMPUTER SOLUTIONS INC IBM Storwize V7000 Unified 2 $7,250.00 $14,500.00
709 242327 47 SIRIUS COMPUTER SOLUTIONS INC 1 m 6 Gb/s external mini SAS 2 $104.00 $208.00
709 242327 36 SIRIUS COMPUTER SOLUTIONS INC IBM Storwize V7000 Unified 2 $7,250.00 $14,500.00
709 242327 38 SIRIUS COMPUTER SOLUTIONS INC Ethernet Cable 9ft CAT 5E 2 $35.00 $70.00
709 242327 41 SIRIUS COMPUTER SOLUTIONS INC IBM Storwize V7000 Disk Expansion Enclosure 2 $3,074.00 $6,148.00
709 242327 29 SIRIUS COMPUTER SOLUTIONS INC SSD Expansion Card for IBM BladeCenter HX5 2 $133.51 $267.02
709 242327 26 SIRIUS COMPUTER SOLUTIONS INC Emulex 10GbE Virtual Fabric Adapter Advanced for IBM BladeCener 2 $436.77 $873.54
709 242327 27 SIRIUS COMPUTER SOLUTIONS INC Intel Xeon 10C Processor Model E7-8867L 105W 2.13GHz/30MB 2 $4,480.28 $8,960.56
709 242327 17 SIRIUS COMPUTER SOLUTIONS INC HX5, Xeon 10C E7-8867L 105W 2.13GHz/30MB, 2x4GB, O/Bay 1.8in SATA 2 $6,982.58 $13,965.16
709 242327 18 SIRIUS COMPUTER SOLUTIONS INC QLogic Ethernet and 8Gb Fibre Channel Expansion Card (CFFh) for IBM BladeCenter 2 $662.38 $1,324.76
709 242327 19 SIRIUS COMPUTER SOLUTIONS INC 5 Year Onsite Repair 9x5 4 Hour Response 2 $753.36 $1,506.72
709 242327 21 SIRIUS COMPUTER SOLUTIONS INC SSD Expansion Card for IBM BladeCenter HX5 2 $133.51 $267.02
709 242327 22 SIRIUS COMPUTER SOLUTIONS INC HX5, Xeon 10C E7-8867L 105W 2.13GHz/30MB, 2x4GB, O/Bay 1.8in SATA 2 $6,982.58 $13,965.16
709 242327 23 SIRIUS COMPUTER SOLUTIONS INC QLogic 8Gb Fibre Channel Expansion Card (CIOv) for IBM BladeCenter 2 $620.37 $1,240.74
709 242327 24 SIRIUS COMPUTER SOLUTIONS INC 5 Year Onsite Repair 9x5 4 Hour Response 2 $753.36 $1,506.72
709 242327 1 SIRIUS COMPUTER SOLUTIONS INC IBM BladeCenter H Chassis 2 $4,214.87 $8,429.74
709 242327 9 SIRIUS COMPUTER SOLUTIONS INC IBM UltraSlim Enhanced SATA DVD-ROM 2 $62.00 $124.00
709 242327 3 SIRIUS COMPUTER SOLUTIONS INC BladeCenter 2900W Power Supplies 3 & 4 2 $671.59 $1,343.18
709 242327 4 SIRIUS COMPUTER SOLUTIONS INC IBM Service Pac 5 Year On-site 9x5 4 Hour response extended warranty 2 $1,574.00 $3,148.00




Transfer of required information from old serer to new server. 3 $750.00 $2,250.00
709 242327 34 SIRIUS COMPUTER SOLUTIONS INC IBM Storwize V7000 Software 5Yr SW Registration Per Storage Device SWMA 5 Year R 3 $8,352.00 $25,056.00
709 242327 35 SIRIUS COMPUTER SOLUTIONS INC IBM Storwize V7000 Software V6 Per Storage Device with 1 Year SW 3 $10,440.00 $31,320.00
709 242327 32 SIRIUS COMPUTER SOLUTIONS INC 5 m Fiber Optic Cable LC-LC 4 $75.00 $300.00
709 242327 28 SIRIUS COMPUTER SOLUTIONS INC IBM 50GB SATA 1.8in MLV SSD 4 $658.61 $2,634.44
709 242327 20 SIRIUS COMPUTER SOLUTIONS INC IBM 50GB SATA 1.8in MLV SSD 4 $658.61 $2,634.44
709 242327 37 SIRIUS COMPUTER SOLUTIONS INC 5 m Fiber Optic Cable LC-LC 4 $75.00 $300.00
709 242327 43 SIRIUS COMPUTER SOLUTIONS INC 1 m 6 Gb/s external mini SAS 4 $104.00 $416.00
709 242327 51 SIRIUS COMPUTER SOLUTIONS INC 5 m Fiber Optic Cable LC-LC 4 $75.00 $300.00
709 242327 5 SIRIUS COMPUTER SOLUTIONS INC 2.8M, 200-240V, TRIPLE 16A IEC 320-C20 4 $59.64 $238.56
709 242327 6 SIRIUS COMPUTER SOLUTIONS INC BNT Virtual Fabric 10GB Switch Module for BladeCenter 4 $7,083.71 $28,334.84
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709 242327 7 SIRIUS COMPUTER SOLUTIONS INC Brocade 20-port 8 GB SAN switch module for bladecenter 4 $6,178.41 $24,713.64
709 242327 10 SIRIUS COMPUTER SOLUTIONS INC 10GbE 850 nm Fiber SFP+SW Optical Transceiver 4 $476.89 $1,907.56
709 242327 2 SIRIUS COMPUTER SOLUTIONS INC BNT Layer 2/3 Copper GB Etherner switch 4 $1,414.99 $5,659.96
709 242327 31 SIRIUS COMPUTER SOLUTIONS INC 400GB 2.5 in. SSD (E-MLC) 5 $9,255.60 $46,278.00
709 242327 16 SIRIUS COMPUTER SOLUTIONS INC Emulex 10GbE Virtual Fabric Adapter Advanced for IBM BladeCener 6 $436.77 $2,620.62
709 242327 11 SIRIUS COMPUTER SOLUTIONS INC HX5, Xeon 10C E7-8867L 105W 2.13GHz/30MB, 2x4GB, O/Bay 1.8in SATA 6 $7,782.58 $46,695.48
709 242327 12 SIRIUS COMPUTER SOLUTIONS INC Intel Xeon 10C Processor Model E7-8867L 105W 2.13GHz/30MB 6 $4,480.28 $26,881.68
709 242327 13 SIRIUS COMPUTER SOLUTIONS INC QLogic 8Gb Fibre Channel Expansion Card (CIOv) for IBM BladeCenter 6 $620.37 $3,722.22
709 242327 14 SIRIUS COMPUTER SOLUTIONS INC 5 Year Onsite Repair 9x5 4 Hour Response 6 $753.36 $4,520.16
709 242742 7 POMEROY COMPUTER RESOURCES Avamar Gen4 7.8TB Stg Node (Fld Inst) 8 $16,385.00 $131,080.00
709 242742 1 POMEROY COMPUTER RESOURCES Avamar Gen4 7.8TB Stg Node (Fld Inst) 8 $16,385.00 $131,080.00
709 242327 8 SIRIUS COMPUTER SOLUTIONS INC Brocade GB SFP+ SW Optical transceiver 8 $191.33 $1,530.64
709 242327 55 SIRIUS COMPUTER SOLUTIONS INC 600GB 2.5 in. 10k HDD 12 $852.00 $10,224.00
709 242327 46 SIRIUS COMPUTER SOLUTIONS INC 3TB  3.5 in 7.2k NL SAS HDD 12 $1,322.00 $15,864.00
709 242327 25 SIRIUS COMPUTER SOLUTIONS INC 16GB (1x16GB, 2Rx4, 1.35V) PC3L-10600 CL9 ECC DDR-3 1333MHz VLP RDIMM 14 $346.02 $4,844.28
709 242742 9 POMEROY COMPUTER RESOURCES 2 C13 PWR cords w/ NEMA 5-15 125v 16 $0.01 $0.16
709 242327 42 SIRIUS COMPUTER SOLUTIONS INC 3TB  3.5 in 7.2k NL SAS HDD 22 $1,322.00 $29,084.00
709 242742 2 POMEROY COMPUTER RESOURCES AVAMAR 1 TB INCR CAPACITY LICENSE 56 $2,830.00 $158,480.00
709 242742 6 POMEROY COMPUTER RESOURCES AVAMAR 1TB REPLICATION CAPACITY LICENSE 56 $0.01 $0.56
709 242327 15 SIRIUS COMPUTER SOLUTIONS INC 16GB (1x16GB, 2Rx4, 1.35V) PC3L-10600 CL9 ECC DDR-3 1333MHz VLP RDIMM 96 $348.97 $33,501.12
709 242742 3 POMEROY COMPUTER RESOURCES DATA PROTECTION ADVISOR FOR AVAMAR 1TB CAPACITY 112 $590.00 $66,080.00
710 244963 1 WINDSTREAM BAKER SOLUTIONS INC SRX220 SVCS GATEWAY 8XGE PORTS 2XMINI-PIM SLOTS 1GB 120W. G number required. Net 1 $941.51 $941.51
710 244963 2 WINDSTREAM BAKER SOLUTIONS INC SRX220 RACK MT KIT F/ 19IN RACK. Betterment to line 1. 1 $52.33 $52.33
710 244963 3 WINDSTREAM BAKER SOLUTIONS INC J-CARE NBD SUP F/ SRX220. Maintenance for line 1. 1 $162.14 $162.14
710 244963 4 WINDSTREAM BAKER SOLUTIONS INC CX111 Bridge & LTE/EV-DO Bundle. Network Router 1 $906.28 $906.28
710 244963 5 WINDSTREAM BAKER SOLUTIONS INC J-Care for the Verizon Bundle 1 $110.00 $110.00
710 246841 1 MANAGEMENT COMMUNICATION Steelhead 755L Trade Up from 1020. Steelhead CXA 755 B010 with RiOS (with 4 onbo 1 $6,786.00 $6,786.00
710 246841 2 MANAGEMENT COMMUNICATION License Steelhead CXA 755-L, 10Mbps,900 conn. d. 1 $828.80 $828.80
710 247599 1 WINDSTREAM BAKER SOLUTIONS INC JUNOS PULSE GATEWAY 4610 BASE SYSTEM FIXED 1 $2,441.86 $2,441.86
710 247599 2 WINDSTREAM BAKER SOLUTIONS INC JUNOS PULSE GATEWAY 46XX RACK KIT 1U X 2 UNITS. Betterment to line 1, no G numbe 1 $69.77 $69.77
710 247599 3 WINDSTREAM BAKER SOLUTIONS INC Add 250 simultaneous users to Junos Pulse Gateway 1 $11,509.88 $11,509.88
710 247788 1 WINDSTREAM BAKER SOLUTIONS INC Junos Pulse Gateway 1 $2,441.86 $2,441.86
710 247788 2 WINDSTREAM BAKER SOLUTIONS INC Mag4610 Junos Pulse Gateway 50 user license 1 $2,607.91 $2,607.91
710 247788 4 WINDSTREAM BAKER SOLUTIONS INC Rack Mount Kit for MAG4610 1 $69.77 $69.77
710 247914 5 VITAL SUPPORT SYSTEMS LLC SMA M670 Security Management Appliance with Software 1 $9,975.00 $9,975.00
710 239529 1 WINDSTREAM BAKER SOLUTIONS INC 16PORT SRX 240 4PIM SLOT 1GB 1GB FL W/ PS. G Number required. 1 $1,290.35 $1,290.35
710 239529 2 WINDSTREAM BAKER SOLUTIONS INC 1YR J-CARE NBD SUP F/ SRX240. Maintenance for line 1. 1 $244.19 $244.19
710 241952 1 WINDSTREAM BAKER SOLUTIONS INC Ethernet Routing Switch 4526T-PWR with 24 10/100 802.3af PoE ports plus 2 combo 1 $1,504.19 $1,504.19
710 241952 2 WINDSTREAM BAKER SOLUTIONS INC Ethernet Routing Switch 4548GT with 48 10/100/1000 BaseTX ports and 4 shared SFP 1 $3,513.49 $3,513.49
710 247914 1 VITAL SUPPORT SYSTEMS LLC Web Premium SW Bundle (WREP+WUC+AMAL) 3YR 3K-3999 Users 36 Months 3000 $37.22 $111,645.00
710 247914 2 VITAL SUPPORT SYSTEMS LLC SMA Centralized Web Management Reporting License 3000 $1.88 $5,640.00
710 239531 1 WINDSTREAM BAKER SOLUTIONS INC SRX220 SVCS GATEWAY 8XGE PORTS 2XMINI-PIM SLOTS 1GB 120W 2 $941.51 $1,883.02
710 239531 2 WINDSTREAM BAKER SOLUTIONS INC 1PORT T1/E1 MINI-PIM F/ SRX. No G Number required, betterment to line 1. 2 $244.19 $488.38
710 239531 3 WINDSTREAM BAKER SOLUTIONS INC SRX220 RACK MT KIT F/ 19IN RACK. Betterment to line 1. 2 $52.33 $104.66
710 239531 4 WINDSTREAM BAKER SOLUTIONS INC J-CARE NBD SUP F/ SRX220. Maintenance for line 1. 2 $162.14 $324.28
710 239531 5 WINDSTREAM BAKER SOLUTIONS INC SRX220 SVCS GATEWAY 8XGE PORTS 2XMINI-PIM SLOTS 1GB 120W. G number required. Net 2 $941.51 $1,883.02
710 239531 6 WINDSTREAM BAKER SOLUTIONS INC 1PORT T1/E1 MINI-PIM F/ SRX. Betterment to line 1. 2 $244.19 $488.38
710 239531 7 WINDSTREAM BAKER SOLUTIONS INC SRX220 RACK MT KIT F/ 19IN RACK. Betterment to line 1. 2 $52.33 $104.66
710 239531 8 WINDSTREAM BAKER SOLUTIONS INC J-CARE NBD SUP F/ SRX220. Maintenance for line 1. 2 $162.14 $324.28
710 239523 1 ENTERPRISE CONSULTING GROUP Check Point 4800 Appliance with Standard7 Blades Suite 2 $15,300.00 $30,600.00
710 239523 2 ENTERPRISE CONSULTING GROUP Check Point 4GB Mmory Upgrade for 4800 Appliance 2 $544.00 $1,088.00
710 239523 3 ENTERPRISE CONSULTING GROUP Check Point AC Power Supply for 4800 Appliance 2 $1,360.00 $2,720.00
710 247914 3 VITAL SUPPORT SYSTEMS LLC WSA S370 Web Security Appliance with Software 2 $4,975.00 $9,950.00
710 247947 1 ENTERPRISE CONSULTING GROUP CheckPoint Smart-1 SmartEvent Appliance w/3 Management Blades 2 $4,059.00 $8,610.00
710 247788 5 WINDSTREAM BAKER SOLUTIONS INC Rack Mount Kit for SRX240 2 $80.23 $160.46
710 247788 3 WINDSTREAM BAKER SOLUTIONS INC 16 Port SRX 240 4PIM SLOT 1GB 1GB FL W/PS 2 $1,290.35 $2,580.70
710 242766 9 WINDSTREAM BAKER SOLUTIONS INC SRX SERVICES GATEWAY 100 W/ 8XFE PORTS 1GB RAM 1GB FLASH 6 $331.05 $1,986.30
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710 242766 10 WINDSTREAM BAKER SOLUTIONS INC SRX100 19 RACK MOUNT KIT - HOLDS TWO UNITS 6 $86.21 $517.26
710 242766 11 WINDSTREAM BAKER SOLUTIONS INC 1YR SUB FOR APPL SECURITY AND IPS UPDATES FOR SRX100 6 $132.56 $795.36
710 247915 1 ENTERPRISE CONSULTING GROUP Checkpoint 1120 NGTP Appliance with 10 Blades Suite, Wired 7 $524.30 $3,670.10
710 247186 5 WINDSTREAM BAKER SOLUTIONS INC 1PORT T1/E1 MINI-PIM F/ SRX. 10 $244.19 $2,441.90
710 239531 9 WINDSTREAM BAKER SOLUTIONS INC SRX SVC GATEWAY 220 W/ 8XGEPORT 2XMINI-PIM SLOTS 1GB RAM1GB FLASH. G Number requ 10 $767.09 $7,670.90
710 239531 10 WINDSTREAM BAKER SOLUTIONS INC SRX220 RACK MT KIT F/ 19IN RACK. Betterment to line 1. 10 $52.33 $523.30
710 239531 11 WINDSTREAM BAKER SOLUTIONS INC DYNAMIC VPN SERVICE 10 SIMULTANEOUS ACCESS MANAGERUS. Betterment to line 1. 10 $139.53 $1,395.30
710 239531 12 WINDSTREAM BAKER SOLUTIONS INC J-CARE NBD SUP F/ SRX220. Maintenance for line 1. 10 $162.14 $1,621.40
710 247608 1 WINDSTREAM BAKER SOLUTIONS INC Ethernet Routing Switch 2526T-PWR 24PT 20 $1,071.73 $21,434.60
710 242766 1 WINDSTREAM BAKER SOLUTIONS INC SRX SVC GATEWAY 220 W/ 8XGEPORT 2XMINI-PIM SLOTS 1GB RAM1GB FLASH. G Number requ 20 $767.09 $15,341.80
710 242766 2 WINDSTREAM BAKER SOLUTIONS INC SRX220 RACK MT KIT F/ 19IN RACK. Betterment to line 1. 20 $52.33 $1,046.60
710 247271 1 WINDSTREAM BAKER SOLUTIONS INC SRX SERVICES GATEWAY 100 W/ 8XFE PORTS 1GB RAM 1GB FLASH 22 $331.05 $7,283.10
710 247271 2 WINDSTREAM BAKER SOLUTIONS INC SRX100 19 RACK MOUNT KIT - HOLDS TWO UNITS 22 $87.21 $1,918.62
710 247271 3 WINDSTREAM BAKER SOLUTIONS INC 1YR SUB FOR APPL SECURITY AND IPS UPDATES FOR SRX100 22 $132.56 $2,916.32
710 242766 3 WINDSTREAM BAKER SOLUTIONS INC DYNAMIC VPN SERVICE 10 SIMULTANEOUS ACCESS MANAGERUS. Betterment to line 1. 30 $139.53 $4,185.90
710 242766 5 WINDSTREAM BAKER SOLUTIONS INC SRX SVC GATEWAY 220 W/ 8XGEPORT 2XMINI-PIM SLOTS 1GB RAM1GB FLASH. G Number requ 30 $767.09 $23,012.70
710 242766 6 WINDSTREAM BAKER SOLUTIONS INC SRX220 RACK MT KIT F/ 19IN RACK. Betterment to line 1. 30 $52.33 $1,569.90
710 244773 1 WINDSTREAM BAKER SOLUTIONS INC SRX SVC GATEWAY 220 W/ 8XGEPORT 2XMINI-PIM SLOTS 1GB RAM1GB FLASH. G Number requ 30 $767.09 $23,012.70
710 244773 2 WINDSTREAM BAKER SOLUTIONS INC SRX220 RACK MT KIT F/ 19IN RACK. Betterment to line 1. 30 $52.33 $1,569.90
710 247186 1 WINDSTREAM BAKER SOLUTIONS INC SRX SVC GATEWAY 220 W/ 8XGEPORT 2XMINI-PIM SLOTS 1GB RAM1GB FLASH. 30 $767.09 $23,012.70
710 247186 2 WINDSTREAM BAKER SOLUTIONS INC SRX220 RACK MT KIT F/ 19IN RACK. 30 $52.33 $1,569.90
710 242766 7 WINDSTREAM BAKER SOLUTIONS INC DYNAMIC VPN SERVICE 10 SIMULTANEOUS ACCESS MANAGERUS. Betterment to line 1. 40 $139.53 $5,581.20
710 247186 3 WINDSTREAM BAKER SOLUTIONS INC DYNAMIC VPN SERVICE 10 SIMULTANEOUS ACCESS MANAGERUS. Betterment to line 3. 40 $139.53 $5,581.20
710 244773 3 WINDSTREAM BAKER SOLUTIONS INC DYNAMIC VPN SERVICE 10 SIMULTANEOUS ACCESS MANAGERUS. Betterment to line 1. 40 $139.53 $5,581.20
711 244002 1 EMBARKIT INC Lexmark MS410dn monochrome laser printer 1 $360.87 $360.87
711 243773 1 EMBARKIT INC Lexmark MS410dn laser printer 1 $299.00 $299.00
711 243773 2 EMBARKIT INC Lexmark CS410DN color laser printer 1 $371.00 $371.00
711 245246 2 EMBARKIT INC Lexmark CS510dte color laser printer 1 $858.45 $858.45
711 245246 3 EMBARKIT INC Lexmark 1GB memory for CS510 1 $65.00 $65.00
711 245860 1 HEWLETT-PACKARD HP Officejet Pro 8000 Enterprise printer 1 $92.25 $181.50
711 246018 1 HEWLETT-PACKARD HP Color Laserjet CP6015dn 1 $4,023.75 $4,023.75
711 246018 2 HEWLETT-PACKARD HP Color Laserjet 3 x 500-sheet paper feeder 1 $1,488.00 $1,488.00
711 246796 1 EMBARKIT INC Lexmark CS410dn color laser printer 1 $451.34 $399.00
711 246829 1 HEWLETT-PACKARD HP LaserJet Enterprise 700 Printer M712dn 1 $2,107.37 $2,107.37
711 246829 2 HEWLETT-PACKARD HP 3 year Next business day and Defective Media Retention LaserJet M712 Hardware 1 $399.20 $399.20
711 246830 1 HEWLETT-PACKARD HP LaserJet Enterprise 700 Printer M712dn 1 $2,107.37 $2,107.37
711 246830 2 HEWLETT-PACKARD HP 3 year Next business day and Defective Media Retention LaserJet M712 Hardware 1 $399.20 $399.20
711 240522 1 EMBARKIT INC Canon PIXMA IP100 color inkjet printer 1 $227.00 $227.00
711 240522 2 EMBARKIT INC Canon LK-62 printer battery 1 $91.50 $91.50
711 241745 1 HEWLETT-PACKARD HP Officejet 7000 Wide Format printer (11 x 17) 1 $181.50 $181.50
711 242332 1 CDW GOVERNMENT, INC Fujitsu fi 6670 - Document scanner - Duplex - Ledger 1 $4,025.00 $4,440.00
711 247187 1 HEWLETT-PACKARD HP Officejet 6100 ePrinter - H611a 2 $92.25 $184.50
711 246237 1 HEWLETT-PACKARD HP Officejet 6100 ePrinter - H611a 2 $92.25 $92.25
711 246237 1 HEWLETT-PACKARD HP Officejet 6100 ePrinter - H611a 2 $92.25 $92.25
711 246040 1 CDW GOVERNMENT, INC Fujitsu fi-6240Z Sheet-fed scanner 2 $1,815.00 $3,799.10
711 244782 1 HEWLETT-PACKARD HP Officejet Pro 8000 Enterprise printer 3 $181.50 $544.50
711 247600 1 HEWLETT-PACKARD HP Officejet 6100 ePrinter - H611a 4 $92.25 $184.50
711 247600 1 HEWLETT-PACKARD HP Officejet 6100 ePrinter - H611a 4 $92.25 $92.25
711 247600 1 HEWLETT-PACKARD HP Officejet 6100 ePrinter - H611a 4 $92.25 $92.25
711 246797 1 EMBARKIT INC Canon PIXMA IP100 color inkjet printer 4 $247.00 $988.00
711 246797 2 EMBARKIT INC Canon LK-62 printer battery 4 $93.00 $372.00
711 245239 1 CDW GOVERNMENT, INC Fujitsu fi 6670 - Document scanner - Duplex - Ledger 6 $4,050.00 $26,640.00
711 246828 1 HEWLETT-PACKARD HP LaserJet Enterprise 700 Printer M712dn 6 $2,107.37 $12,644.22
711 246828 3 HEWLETT-PACKARD HP 3 year Next business day and Defective Media Retention LaserJet M712 Hardware 6 $399.20 $2,395.20
711 246828 2 HEWLETT-PACKARD HP LaserJet 3x500-sheet Feeder and Stand 6 $1,204.28 $7,225.68
711 244987 2 HEWLETT-PACKARD HP998E HP 3 year Next business day Designjet T790-44inch Hardware Support (Open 7 $679.20 $4,754.40
711 244987 1 HEWLETT-PACKARD HP Designjet T790 44-in PostScript ePrinter 7 $4,492.50 $4,492.50
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711 244987 1 HEWLETT-PACKARD HP Designjet T790 44-in PostScript ePrinter 7 $4,492.50 $4,492.50
711 244987 1 HEWLETT-PACKARD HP Designjet T790 44-in PostScript ePrinter 7 $4,492.50 $4,492.50
711 244987 1 HEWLETT-PACKARD HP Designjet T790 44-in PostScript ePrinter 7 $4,492.50 $4,492.50
711 244987 1 HEWLETT-PACKARD HP Designjet T790 44-in PostScript ePrinter 7 $4,492.50 $4,492.50
711 244987 1 HEWLETT-PACKARD HP Designjet T790 44-in PostScript ePrinter 7 $4,492.50 $4,492.50
711 244987 1 HEWLETT-PACKARD HP Designjet T790 44-in PostScript ePrinter 7 $4,492.50 $4,492.50
711 246831 1 EMBARKIT INC EDGE CE483A-PE RAM Module - 512 MB - DDR2 SDRAM 8 $42.50 $42.50
711 246831 1 EMBARKIT INC EDGE CE483A-PE RAM Module - 512 MB - DDR2 SDRAM 8 $42.50 $42.50
711 246831 1 EMBARKIT INC EDGE CE483A-PE RAM Module - 512 MB - DDR2 SDRAM 8 $42.50 $255.00
711 243775 1 EMBARKIT INC Lexmark MS410dn monochrome laser printer 12 $360.87 $4,330.44
711 246862 1 CDW GOVERNMENT, INC Fujitsu fi-6240Z Sheet-fed scanner 18 $1,805.00 $34,191.90
711 245246 1 EMBARKIT INC Lexmark CS410dn color laser printer 20 $451.34 $9,026.80
711 247208 1 BAYCOM INC Brother PocketJet 6 Plus with bluetooth (300 dpi)  20 $373.00 $7,460.00
711 247208 2 BAYCOM INC PocketJet 6 NiMH battery 20 $35.00 $700.00
Total 707 to 711 - Computers & Related Equipment 19948 $4,622,323.58
Total FY 2013 purchases $22,905,714.71
